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ABSTRACT
It has been proposed that high-level nucleai waste be disposed in
a geologic repository.

Natural-salt deposits, which are being con

sidered for this purpose, contain a small volume fraction of water in
the form of brine inclusions distributed throughout the salt.

Radio

active-decay heating of the nuclear wastes will impose a temperature
gradient on the surrounding salt which mobilizes the brine inclusions.
Inclusions filled completely with brine (the all-liquid inclusions)
migrate up the temperature gradient and eventually accumulate brine
near the buried waste forms. The brine may slowly corrode or degrade
the waste forms which is undesirable.
The inclusions were trapped when the salt originally crystallized
some 200 million years ago.

Inclusions of various sizes and shapes

occur in natural salt. Often the inclusions may contain a gas phase
such as water vapor, H-S, CH.,or N». This type of inclusions
migrate down the temperature gradient.

It is possible that the gas-

liquid inclusions may act as a pathway for radionuclides leached from
the wastes to the biosphere.

vin
Therefore it is important to consider the migration of brine in
clusions in salt under imposed temperature gradients to properly eval
uate the perfoi-mance of a future salt repository for nuclear wastes.
In the present work, thermal gradient migration of both all-liquid
and gas-liquid inclusions was experimentally studied in synthetic sin
gle crystals of NaCI and KC1 using a hot-stage attachment to an optical
microscope which was capable of imposing temperature gradients and ax
ial compressive loads on the crystals. The migration velocities of the
inclusions were found to be dependent on temperature, temperature grad
ient, and inclusion shape and size. The velocities were also dictated
by the interfacial mass transfer resistance at brine/solid interface.
This interfacial resistance depends on the dislocation density in the
crystal, which in turn, depends on the axial compressive loading of the
crystal.

At low axial loads, the dependence between the velocity and

temperature gradient is non-linear.

At high axial loads, however, the

interfacial resistance is reduced and the migration velocity depends
linearly on the temperature gradient.
All-liquid inclusions filled with mixed brines were also studied.
For gas-liquid inclusions, three different gas phases (helium, air and
argon) were compared.

Migration studies were also conducted on single

crystallites of natural salt as well as in polycrystalline natural salt
samples.

The behavior of the inclusions at large angle grain bound

aries was observed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The method of disposing of high level nuclear wastes which is be
ing actively considered around the world is that of construction of a
nuclear waste repository.

Under this plan, the nuclear waste canis

ters will be lowered and buried deep underground in a suitable geologic
medium.

The basic philosophy of geologic disposal is to isolate the

nuclear waste from the biosphere.

The integrity of the waste canisters

must be guaranteed for as long as the wastes remain toxic and h;zardous
(typically 1000 years).
In addition to the high levels of radioactivity, the wastes gener
ate decay heat.

When such wastes are buried, they impose a temperature

gradient on the surrounding geologic rock.

The waste canisters must

be designed to maintain their integrity under the conditions of stress,
irradiation, temperature, and temperature gradient which will exist in
a future nuclear repository.

All possible physical and chemical in

teractions between the host rock and the waste packages must be con
sidered.
The selection of the geologic medium depends on the seismicity and
ground water occurrence.

The host rock should exhibit low porosity,

low plasticity and high thermal conductivity [1], Bedded and domed
natural sa'it deposits meet most of these requirements and are the prime
candidates for future nuclear waste repository.
The salt deposits, however, contain brine inclusions distributed
throughout the medium [2]. The inclusions were trapped when salt de
posits originally crystallized from sea water some 200 million years
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ago. These inclusions will be mobilized by the thermal gradient gen
erated by the decay heat of the nuclear wastes buried in a salt repos
itory.
The inclusions are essentially pockets of brine trapped inside the
solid rock salt. They are found in the size range of a few micrometers
to several millimeters [2,3].

In one study [3] of samples of bedded

salt from New Mexico, the average fluid content varied from -0.1 to 1.7
weight percent (roughly ~0.2 to 3.0 volume percent). The fluid content
in domed salt deposits is found to be generally lower than bedded salt
deposits, usually in the range of 0.01 to 0.001 volume percent [4].
The composition of the brine in inclusions is found to vary from
one salt deposit to the other. Most analyses show that the brines con++

tain Ca

+

++

and Mg

_

ions in addition to varying amounts of Na , CI ,

and SOT" [2]. Samples of brine inclusions in the bedded salt at Hutch
inson, Kansas were found to contain 2.1 molar MgCl- and 1.9 molar NaCl,
with small amounts [5] of Ca

, Br~, SOT", and K .

Most inclusions observed in natural salt are filled completely with
brine (the all-liquid inclusions). Occasionally, however, a gas phase
is also present within the brine. This may have resulted from the re
appearance of dissolved gases upon cooling of the Earth's crust since
the salt deposits originally formed.

It is also speculated [6] that

the gas phase may have appeared in the inclusions due to decomposition
of mineral impurities such as carbonates in the rock salt. The gas in
these inclusions is generally composed of water vapor, C 0 , CH.,
?

N,, and H,S.
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Under an imposed thermal gradient, both the types of inclusions are
set into motion within the host solid.

While all-liquid inclusions

move up the temperature gradient, the gas-liquid inclusions generally
move down the gradient.
The motion of brine inclusions under a thermal gradient naturally
raises concern about suitability of salt deposits for a nuclear waste
repository.

The all-liquid inclusions distributed throughout the salt

formation will migrate towards the waste canisters under the influence
of the temperature gradient generated by the decay heat of the wastes.
Resulting accumulation of brine near the canisters may cause corrosion
and leaching of radionuclides.

Since gas-liquid inclusions move down

the temperature gradient, it is conceivable that they could act as a
pathway for the leached nuclides to the biosphere.

Therefore, it is

important to consider the migration of each kind of inclusion to prop
erly evaluate performance of future nuclear repository in salt.
Thermomigration of brine inclusions was studied in high purity
synthetic single crystals of NaCl and KC1 as well as in natural salt.
Gas-liquid inclusions with different gas phases were introduced into
single crystals of NaCl and migration experiments were subsequently
conducted on them.
The mechanism of migration of both types of inclusions is discussed
in Chapter 2. The experimental techniques used in this work are de
scribed in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 contains the theory of thermomigration

of all-liquid inclusions. The interfacial stability of the migrating

4
all-liquid inclusions is treated theoretically in Chapter 5.
ter 6 experimental results are discussed.
conclusions of this work are given.

In Chap

Finally, in Chapter 7 the
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CHAPTER 2
THE MECHANISM OF THERMOMIGRATION
When an external potential gradient is applied to a solid contain
ing inclusions, a directed motion is induced in inclusions. Such mo
tion in a variety of potential gradients is of great academic interest
and has many technological consequences. Under the influence of a
temperature gradient, pores in ceramic nuclear fuels move up the grad
ient and affect the fuel element performance [7]. Inclusions in metals
can be set into motion by the application of an external electric field
[8],

Experimental evidence and theoretical treatments of the inclusion

migration under other potential gradients such as accelerational fields
and stress gradients are also summarized in reference [8].
A review of the mechanism of thermal gradient migration of allliquid and gas-liquid inclusions in single crystals of alkali halides
such as NaCl and KC1 is presented below.
2.1. ALL-LIQUID INCLUSIONS
An inclusions can be viewed as a negative crystal of the host sol
id.

c

Since alkali halide such as NaCl and KC1 have » r.'.mic crystal

structure, the inclusions originally exhibit cubic shape.

However,

when an external temperature gradient is applied to the host crystal,
the inclusions undergo a shape change. Most all-liquid inclusions take
up a square platelet shape by flattening out in the direction of the
applied gradient. The shape change process is thermodynamically anal
ysed by Olander and coworkers [9].
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The mechanism responsible for migration of all-liquid inclusions
is discussed in literature by Anthony and Cline [10] and Geguzin and
coworkers [11]. Figure 2A shows an all-liquid inclusion of width L in
a salt crystal supporting a temperature gradient.

Since the thermal

conductivity of the solid is higher than that of liquid brine, the
temperature gradient within the liquid, vT,, is different from the
applied gradient to the solid, vT . The solubi'Mty of salt in water
increases with temperature; therefore, the brine adjacent to the hot
face of the inclusion has a higher concentration of dissolved salt
than the orine adjacent to the cold face (i.e., C^

a

> C

a

).

All-liquid inclusions migrate by the diffusional transport of dis
solved salt from the hot face of the cavity to the cold face.

In a

temperature gradient, salt dissolves at the hot face, diffuses through
the brine by molecular and thermal diffusion, and crystallizes out at
the cold face.

Consequently, the inclusion moves up the temperature

gradient.
It should be noted that the interfacial mass transfer (i.e., the
processes of solid dissolution into brine at the hot face and crystal
lization from the brine at the cola race) occurs in series with the
thermal and molecular diffusion in brine.

The kinetics of interfacial

mass transfer is an important factor which, in addition to the diffu
sional transport of salt in the cavity, determines the velocity of mi
gration of an inclusion.

This will be discussed further in Chapter 4.

Solid

Cold
Interface

Solid

-Hot
Interface

XBL827-6057
Fig. 2A. Section of an a l l - l i q u i d inclusion in a
s o l i d supporting a temperature gradient.
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L.2.

GAS-LIQUID INCLUSIONS
Gas-liquid inclusions are generally cubic in shape with the gas

bubble within the brine (Figure 2B). However, gas-liquid inclusions
of several different shapes were observed in the present work, and the
bubble is generally not centrally located during migration.
The mechanism of thermomigration of these inclusions is reported
by Anthony and Cline [12] and Olander and coworkers [13]. Due to the
increase in vapor pressure of water over brine with temperature, waterevaporates from the hot side of the gas bubble and is transported to
the cold side where it condenses.

The condensed water is recycled to

the hot side by backflow of orine which provides a means of moving
dissolved salt from the cold face of the inclusion to the hot faceThe change in temperature also causes a difference in the surface ten
sion of the gas/brine interface.

This results in a drag force on the

brine in the annulus around the gas bubble.
Of cours;, the physical phenomenon of increase in solubility of
salt with temperature, which gives rise to a diffusional transport of
the brine from the hot brine/solid interface to the cold brine/solid
interface, also operates here and results in a dissolved salt flux in
the direction opposite to the backflow.

However, depending on the

phase volume ratio, the backflow effect overwhelms the solubilitydriven salt flux and the net transport of dissolved salt is from the
cold side of the cavity to the hot side.,

Consequently, for gas volume

fractions > 0.1, gas-liquid inclusions move down the temperature grad
ient —
gions.

from the hot regions of the host solid crystal to the cold re

9

XBL

Fig. 2B. Schematic of the migration mechanism of gas-liquid
inclusions in a temperature gradient.

791-261
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL
3.1.

SAMPLE PREPARATION

3.1.1

Synthetic Crystals

High purity crystals of NaCl and KC1 of 15 mm x 5 mm x 5 mm size
with <100>, <110>, and <111> crystallographic orientation were obtained
from the Harshaw Chemical Company.
All-liquid inclusions are produced by drilling a 0.3 mm diameter
and 3 mm deep hole in an end face of the crystal.

The hole is filled

with deionized water (or mixed brine, as the case may be), and the
crystal is sandwiched with a rubber sheet and placed between two copper
blocks maintained at different temperatures.
evaporation of the liquid in the hole.

The rubber sheet prevents

By applying a temperature grad

ient of about 10* to 30°C/cm for five to fifteen days, all-liquid in
clusions with a size distribution ranging from 7 to 200 um can be pro
duced.

Because the incisions conform to {100} planes, they are paral

lelepipeds when a temperature gradient is applied along a <100> direc
tion.

When the temperature gradient is applied in a different crystal-

lographic direction, the shapes of the inclusions is more complex
(chevron type), but the velocities are not significantly different
from those in <100> directions for the same temperature gradient.
Gas-liquid inclusion-, are produced by essentially the same method
but the direction of the applied temperature gradient used to create
micron-size inclusions from the liquid-filled hole is reversed.

In
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o t h e r words, the end f a c e of the c r y s t a l which i s d r i l l e d and f i l l e d
with deionized water is kept at a higner temperature from the o t h e r
end f a c e .

The water and a i r trapped i n s i d e t h e d r i l l e d h o l e spawn

g a s - l i q u i d inclusions (with a i r as t h e gas phase) i n about two weeks
time.
F i g u r e 3A shows s e v e r a l i n c l u s i o n s of both k i n d s .

The a l l - l i q u i d

i n c l u s i o n s are t r a n s p a r e n t p l a t e l e t s whereas g a s - l i q u i d i n c l u s i o n s

are

of several d i f f e r e n t shapes with a bubble of gas trapped i n b r i n e
w i t h i n a r o u g h l y cubic

cavity.

F a b r i c a t i n g g a s - l i q u i d i n c l u s i o n s w i t h h e l i u m or argon as the gas
phase was more complex.

For t h i s purpose, an a i r - t i g h t g l o v e DOX was

c o n s t r u c t e d through which high p u r i t y gas (helium or argon) was
flushed.

The glove box was equipped w i t h a hot stage capable of

aDplying a temperature g r a d i e n t t o the c r y s t a l
sions were t o be i n t r o d u c e d .
crystal,

several d r i l l

bits

i n t o which the

A v i a l of d e i o n i z e d water, the

=

drilled

(of the same s i z e as t h e hole) were also

placed i n s i d e the g l o v e box b e f o r e t h e gas f l u s h i n g began.
d u r i n g the

J S f l u s h i n g , the d r i l l e d hole on t n e c r y s t a l

scraped several times w i t h the d r i l l

Initially

end f a c e was

b i t s at r e g u l a r i n t e r v a l s t o en

sure removal of t h e a i r from t h e h o l e .

Since the c r y s t a l was d r i l l e d

o u t s i d e the glove box, t h e h o l e i s l i k e l y to have some trappeo
After

inclu

air.

about two days, a drop of deionized water was pushed i n t o

t h e h o l e on t h e c r y s t a l

end f a c e .

The hole was s e ^ e d t o prevent

e v a p o r a t i o n of the water and placed i n a temperature g r a d i e n t
the hot s t a g e .

using

The c r y s t a l was then allowed to stand tne t a i . p e r a u ' r e
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A L L LIQUID

£**/'.'.* /

HOT

COLD

''Ml) ,-,27-b:/.M

-*—GAS

LIQUID

F i g . 3A. !~. photomi crograph o f a l l - l i q u i d and g a s - l i q u i d
inclusions in a synthetic s a l t c r y s t a l .
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gradient with continuous flushing of the gas.

As before, in about two

weeks time, the crystal had several trapped gas-liquid inclusions.
3.1.2

Natural Salt

Several large semi-transparent specimens of natural salt, dug from
a depth of from 796 feet from Richton Dome salt formation, were tested.
Unlike metals, the grains of natural salt are weakly bound and the
specimen could easily be broken into smaller pieces by shearing.

Care

ful procedures had to be used to machine the specimens to the desired
sample size (15 mm x 5 mm x 5 m m ) . To enhance transparency, the sur
faces of the machined samples were cleaned with a mixture of distilled
water and absolute ethyl alcohol using cotton swabs.

(

nally, all-

liquid inclusions were produced by the same method as described before.
Occasionally, naturally occurring brine inclusions were also found in
these samples.
Natural salt samples so prepared were essentially single crystal
lites of rock salt (halite).

These samples were expected to have far

higher impurity levels than the synthetic single crystals.

Due to the

inherent weakness of the grain boundaries, it was difficult to machine
a polycrystalline sample of natural salt.

Also, typical grain size in

the original salt specimen was about 1 cm, almost comparable to the
desired sample size.

Only a limited number of such samples could be

prepared, and these contained only one or two large angle grain boundari es.
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3.2.

OPTICAL HOT STAGE

3.2.1

Description

The experimental set up used to study the migration process of
brine inclusions in salt crystals is shown in Fig. 3B.

It consists OT

a transmitted light Nikon Optiphot microscope equipped wiin a hot stage
attachment, a Tiyoda filar eyepiece with goniometer, and four objective
lenses witr magnifications of 40, 100, 200, and 320.
The hot-s*"-

"

''

"

•-••-*;- - f t . --:*

(A and B) fixed on insulator plate C.

l~^..,

The entire assembly can be moved

in trree principal directions with respect to the objective lens/con
denser system.

The copper blocks are heated by clamshell electric

heaters (D and E) and insulated with 1/4 inch thick Rulon except for
small portions at the ends.

The salt crystal F is held between the

block end faces which have been polished and gold-plated to promote
good thermal contact.
The hot-stage attachment maintains the temperature profile in the
salt crystal while applying a constant uniaxial stress.

The copper

block temperatures, measured by Omega platinum resistance temperature
detector elements, are held within ± 0.5°C of the preset value by reg
ulating the power to the clamshell heaters by Barber Coleman process
controllers.

An independent check of the temperatures cl se to the

crystal end faces is made by the means of the thermocouples Tl ana T2
in Fig. 3B.
Block B is actually a hollow shell with two sliding copper pieces
G and H, the movement of which are controlled by knob 1.

A Sensotec

K

)

(

D

1

(

Tl

A

r

C
D, E
F
G, H

Copper

I /

T2

1

(

)

B

U
F Uv
v ly/fc^
1

A, B

(
E

electrodes

/l

G

1J

H

.:/,/'/
•

1

I

Knob t c control

C l a m - s h e l l heaters

J
K

Load-cell
Microscope objective lens

Crystal

L

Microscope condenser

I n s u l a t o r , plate

I n n e r copper blocks

TI.T2

lood

Thermocouples
XBL809-59I6

Fig. 38.

Microscopic hot-state attachment.
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miniature load cell 0 is placed between G and H. The axial load on the
crystal is measured by the load cell with its compatible Sensotec am
plifier-transducer.
3.2.2

Temperature Profile in the Crystal

The controllers described in section 3.2.1 control the temperatures
at the tip of the copper blocks between which the crystal is held.
Thermocouples Tl and T2 give an independent measure of these tempera
tures. However, the exact temperature profile in the crystal deter
mines the thermal environment of the inclusions which are located at
different positions in the crystal.
Figure 3C shows the result of computation of this profile for a
NaCl crystal under various lateral face conditions when the end faces
of the crystal are maintained at 35°C and 105°C, respectively.

The

figure shows that the maximum difference between the linear profile 1
and profile 4 (where all lateral faces of the crystal are assumed to
be cooled by ambient air and heat is also lost by radiation), is about
5*C.

This is a difference of about 7 percent at the temperature of

70*C at the center of the crystal. On the other hand, if the crystal
is properly insulated from all sides (profile 2), the difference is
about 3 percent.
This calculation was tested by measuring the profiles along a NaCl
single crystal subjected to a temperature gradient. As shown in Fig.
3D, three holes were drilled in the crystal, and Chromel-Alumel thermo
couples were inserted using conducting epoxy.

The factory-made thermo

couples were of fine size (AWG 30, wire diameter 0.025 cm), ana the
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Fig. 3C. Temperature profiles in the salt crystal computed
under different conditions.
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XBL 827-6059
Fig. 3D. Temperature profile measurements in NaCl
single crystal.
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uniformity of the "bead" or junction assured precise temperature meas
urements.

The measured temperature profile was found to be in excel

lent agreement with the expected profile 1 as shown in Fig. 3D. No
change in the temperature profile was observed when the applied axial
load on the crystal was varied over a large range.
Substantiated by the computation and the measurements, the temper
ature profile in the crystal was assumed to vary linearly along the
crystal axis.
3.2.3

Migration Velocity Measurements

A typical observation consists of measuring the inclusion size
(thickness L in the direction of the temperature graduation and width
W in the transverse direction) and the distance travelled during the
time between two successive observations, typically separated by sev
eral hours. With the microscopic attachment described previously,
these quantities can be measured with an accuracy of ± 1 m.
v

faces of the crystal were kept insulated between measurements.

All side
The

global temperature of an inclusion at a particular location was ob
tained by linear interpolation of the crystal end face temperatures.
3.3.

DISLOCATION DENSITY IN THE CRYSTAL
The applied axial stress essentially alters the dislocation den

sity in the crystal, which can alter the brine/solid interfacial re
sistance.

Therefore, it was important to estimate this parameter.

Tnere are several standard methods of determining dislocation den
sity in alkali halide crystals.

Due to its simplicity and speed, the

method of rieveloning etch pits on the surface of the crystal, described
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in Ref. [14], was adopted.

This method involves treating the surface

with selected chemicals etchants. The etched surface develops pits
representing emerging dislocations. The etch pits so formed can be
observed under an optical microscope. The etch pit technique consists
of three basic steps, polishing, etching and rinsing.

These are de

scribed in detail below.
3.3.1

Polishing

The crystal surface is polished chemically to remove scratches and
spots present on the as received crystals to provide a smooth surface
for etching.

For NaCl and KC1 crystals, a 50 percent mixture of de-

ionized water and absolute ethyl alcohol gives good results. This
mixture is gently applied to the surface using a cotton tip. The sur
face is dried in a stream of warm air.
3.3.2

Etching

The etchant contains a concentration of "poison" (usually an inor
ganic salt) dissolved in a solvent (usually organic).

Precise control

of poison concentration and etching time (which usually ranges from
one second to a couple of minutes) is extremely important.

The etchant

is applied to the surface by cotton tips or by gently dipping the crys
tal in a small amount of etchant placed on a petri dish.
For NaCl {100} surfaces, the best results are obtained with a 4
grams/litre solution of FeCl, in glacial acetic acid with etching
time of 30 seconds [15]. For KC1 (100) surfaces, a 25 percent so
lution of BaBr in absolute ethyl alcohol gives good results with
?

etching time of about 30 seconds [16].
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3.3.3

Rinsing

The etching process is terminated by rinsing the surface with car
bon tetrachloride or acetone.

The rinsed surface is quickly dried in

a stream of warm air.
Figure 3E shows etch pits on a NaCl (100) surface.
represents an emerging dislocation.

Each square pit

The dislocation density is deter

mined by counting the pits on a photomicrograph.

A typical NaCl crys5

tal used in this investigation contains about 10

2
dislocations/cm .

The etch pit method is very sensitive to the parameters which are
sometimes difficult to control (e.g., etching time of the order of a
few seconds).

Moreover, the dislocations are usually not uniformly

distributed but tend to form clusters.
always quantitatively conclusive.

Therefore, the results are not
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Dislocation etch pits on the UaCl (10U) surface.
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CHAPTER 4
THEORY OF THERMOMIGRATION
4.1.

ALL-LIQUID INCLUSIONS

4.1.1

Inclusion Velocity

In the section of an all-liquid inclusion shown in Fig. 2A, the
a

symbols CJ!

and C*

a

denote the equilibrium solubilities at the hot

and the cold side of the inclusion respectively.

Salt transport from

the hot to the cold face of the inclusion proceeds through a three-step
series mechansim:

(1) dissolution at the hot face, (2) molecular and

thermal diffusion through the liquid, and (3) crystallization at the
cold face.
Supersaturation is required for crystallization to take place and
undersaturation is required for dissolution.

Both types of departures

from interfacial equilibrium are present in a migrating all-liquid in
clusion.

In Fig. 2A, therefore, C *

a t

> C

h

and C *

a t

< C

c

where

the subscripts h and c refer to the hot and the cold interfaces, re
spectively, and the superscript "sat" refers to saturation conditions.
The difference C -C

h e within the liquid brine drives the diffusiona".
u

transport step.

Since the solid is a better conductor of heat than the

brine, the temperature gradient across the inclusion vT, is always
larger than the applied temperature gradient to the solid, vT^. The
temperature distribution in an all-liquid inclusion is derived in
Appendix A.
Because the temperature difference across the inclusion is very
small (~0.l"C), the difference in solubilities at the hot and the colo
face can be approximated by
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(4-1)

1

Let the salt flux in each of the three steps previously described
be j , then the inclusion velocity v is

v

where o

(4

-r

-

2)

is the molar density of the solid.

The molecular and thermal diffusional transport in the liquid can
be accurately represented by the following equation for the salt flux

's

-[•
(C - CJ - oD^Vr,
L *~h "c' ' " T
'l
h

(4-3)

v

where D. is the diffusivity of the salt in water, o is the Soret co
efficient, which is taken to be negative when solute moves towards the
cold end (this is the case for NaCl and KC1). The fractional undersaturation of the solution at the hot face is defined by

*h

(4-4a)

-sat

and the fractional supersaturation at the cold face is
„sat
C

^c-

C

c- c
-sat

(4-4b)

Combining Eqs. ( 4 - 1 ) , ( 4 - 3 ) , and (4-4) yields
j

\

s

= D,C

The sun; £ + L

sat

1

sat

.sat
dC _

£

J

FT

VT

c

*h

(4-5)

in Eq. (4-5) represents a reducion in the salt

flux due to the kinetics of dissolution and crystallization.

If in-

terfacial processes do not pose any resistance (by way of requiring
undersaturation or supersaturation), £ + r = 0, and combination
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of Eqs. (4-2) and (4-5) yields the purely d i f f u s i o n - c o n t r o l l e d i n c l u 
sion speed
D-,C

sat

/ ,

H r

sat

\

As first recognized by Anthony and Cline ([10], [17]), this limit
ing case is not applicable to a salt-water system.
RT(£

+ £.) was called "kinetic potential".

In their treatment

It was found by them

to be dependent on inclusion speed, or equivalently, on the salt flux.
4.1.2

Crystal Growth/Dissolution Principles

As evident from Eq. (4-5), the interfacial kinetic processes can
contribute substantially to the migration velocity of the inclusion.
A brief review of the basic principles and theories of crystal growth/
dissolution is appropriate at this point.
Growth occurs when a solute crystal is placed in contact with its
supersaturated solution.

Conversely, for crystal dissolution to oc

cur, tne solid must be in contact with an undersaturated solution.
Both the processes are essentially interfacial in nature and involve
incorporation into or detachment from the solid of the molecules or
atoms of the dissolved solute.
4.1.2.1 Nucleation Growth Theory
The simplest model of crystal growth is that of a perfectly flat
solid surface in contact with a supersaturated solution.

The solute

molecules adsorb onto the crystal surface and tend to form clusters or
nuclei of the solutp

Thennodvnarrnral ly, thp<-o pyictc ^ r-^T + if-ai ri,o

below which the nuclei will simply redissol'i into tne solution.
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Occassionally, purely by chance, a nucleus of the critical size is
formed, which instantly grows into a new layer of the solid.

Succes

sive layers are similarly formed and tne crystal grows in the direc
tion normal to the surface.
The radius of the critical sized nucleus, r , on a perfectly flat
crystal surface is thermodynamically 3i 2n by [18]

r

(4

c - kTln(m)

where v is the interfacial energy, V

in

'

7)

is the volume of a solid mole-

cule, k is the Boltzman Constant, T is the temperature and E, is the
dimensionless supersaturation defined, in terms of actual solute con
centration C and saturation concentration C
C - C

•", as follows

s a t

(4 8)

-

'•^d~

As evident from Eq. (4-7) the requirement of forming a critical
siicu nucleus for growth is equivalent lo requirement of a critical
supersaturation telow which no growth occurs.

Similarly there should

be a critical undersaturation for dissolution to begin.
4.1.2.2 Surface Diffusion Growth Theory
If crystal growth were to take place on a perfectly flat surface
by nucleation of critical-sized nuclei, extremely small growth rates
are predicted [19]. Calculations show that the nucleation rates in
such a case are very small compared to experimentally observed growth
rates [13]. The explanation for the discrepancy lies in the imperfect
nature of crystal surface.
being perfectly flat.

The surface of a real crystal is far from

As shown in Fig. 4A, it is populated by kinks
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(A), ledges or steps (E), vacancies (C), and adsorbed molecules (B and
D).

The solute molecules constantly adsorb on and desorb from the

growing surface.

Adsorbed molecules are not tightly bound to the

crystal surface and tends to desorb rather quickly.

However, kinks

have three nearest neighbors and hence atoms attached here are tightly
bound to the crystal lattice.

Thermodynamically, an extremely small

population of kinks exists on the surface and it is a rare event for a
solute molecule to hit a kink directly from the solution [19]. How
ever, surface diffusion assists transport of adsorbed molecules to the
kink sites where they are likely to get permanantly incorporated into
the growing lattice.

Frank [20] suggested that emerging screw dislo

cations on the crystal surface provide a perpetual source of ledges and
kinks which act as binding sites (Figure 4B). Therefore, it is likely
that dislocations intersecting the inclusions determine the interfacial
mass transfer rates.
The scenario of crystal growth from solution is, therefore, as
follows.

The solute molecules from supersaturated solution con

stantly adsorb on the crystal surface.

Being weakly bound to the

surface, adsorbed molecules diffuse on the surface to reach ener
getically favorable positions (kinks or the ledges created by emerg
ing dislocations).

Some adsorbed molecules will, undoubtedly, desorb

before the/ reach the binding sites on these surface defects.

How

ever, those which get attached at kinks or ledges are very likely
incorporated into the crystal lattice.

The kinks are present on the

ledges provided by emerging screw dislocations.

By adding molecules

to the kin .s, the dislocation ledge "sweeps" the crystal surface in a
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Desorption

XBL 827-6183
Fig. 4A. (100) Surface of a crystal with simple ci.bic l a t t i c e :
A, kinks i n the ledge; B, adsorbed molecule; C, vacancies;
D, adjacent pair of adsorbed molecules; E, s t r a i g h t ledge
(Ref. [ 1 9 ] ) .
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XBL827-6060
Fig. 4B. A screw dislocation intersecting surface of a simple
cubic crystal. The dislocation ledge AB provides ener
getically favorable sites for crystal growth.
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circular motion and winds itself, layer by layer, in the direction
normal to the surface.

Thus, the crystal grows.

For crystal dissolu

tion, a similar scenario, in the reverse sense, takes place.
Burton, Cabrera and Frank developed a surface diffusion crystal
growth theory based on the scenario described above. The popularly
known BCF Theory is reviewed and rederived in reference [18]. For the
present purpose, it is sufficient to state two important results of
the theory:
(i) The sweeping ledge motion on the crystal surface, caused by
the addition of the solute molecules on the binding sites, depends on
parameter r as given by Eq. (4-7).

The higher the value of r ,

the lower the lateral ledge velocity [18]. The ledge velocity on the
crystal surface is directly related to the normal crystal growth rate.
(ii) The final result of this theory in terms of the crystal
growth rate normal to surface can be equivalently stated in terms of
the net solute flux j to the surface as follows

j - KjS tanh y-^J
2

s

where K. and K

?

(4-9)

are constants.

Constants K. and K depend on temperature, solid density, dis
?

location density in the solid, the surface diffusion coefficient of the
adsorbed molecules, and the average time spent by an adsorbed molecule
on the surface.

These parameters are generally unknown and therefore
i

only the mathematical form of h e ^-dependence in Eq. (4-9) is useful
in a practical sense [18].
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In particular, two interesting limiting cases of Eq. (4-9) have
application to the theory of thermomigration.

At low supersaturation,

the values of K /? is large, the tanh term Is -1, and the growth rate
2
is proportional to 5 . On the other hand, at high supersaturations
?

when K /£ is small, the tanh term reduces to its argument, or j
?

is proportional to £. These are known as non-linear and linear limits
of the BCF growth law, respectively.

It is noteworthy that unlike nu-

cleation growth theory (Sect. 4.1.2.1), BCF theory does not predict the
existence of critical super saturation below which no growth occurs.
4.1.2.3 Impurity Effects
Presence of foreign ions in solution or on the crystal surface can
greatly alter crystal growth or dissolution rates. Of particular in
terest is work of Botsaris [21], who showed that small amounts of lead
(i.e. in sub ppm levels) significantly affect the growth rate of the
{100} faces of KC1 crystals. Usually impurities retard growth, possi
bly for one of the following reasons [18]:
(i)

Impurity adsorption may increase interfacial energy y.

If so,

then the theories described earlier predict a growth retardation. As
T increases, the size of the critical nucleus r

increases which mean

a higher critical supersaturation for the growth to proceed according
to the nucleation growth theory.

jr the surface diffusion growth

theory, a larger value for r means a lower lateral ledge velocity
and hence smaller growth rate.
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(ii)

Immobile impurities adsorbed on the surface hinder the smooth

flow of ledges, which is the mechanism of growth. As shown in Fig. 4C,
an advancing straight ledge is somehow forced to flow between immobile
impurity atoms. The surface diffusion growth theory predicts that the
lateral velocity of a curved ledge is lower than that of a straight
ledge.

In fact, if two impurity atoms are separated by a distance less

than 2r , the local ledge curvature becomes so large that the ledge
movement completely ceases [18].
Based on this second idea of immobile adsorbed impurities, it can
be shown [18,22] that the presence of such impurities leads to a crit
ical supersaturation below which no growth occurs.
4.1.3 Interfacial Kinetics
The principles of crystal growth/dissolution briefly summarized in
the previous section will be used here to describe the interfacial
kinetics of a migrating all-liquid inclusion.
Because an inclusion is equivalent to a negative crystal, growth
steps are automatically provided by the edges of side facets which
border the cold face, so that crystallization should be relatively
easy.

However, steps for dissolution are difficult to form on the hot

face [23]. Therefore, the rate limiting interfacial kinetic step is
associated with dissolving the hot side of the inclusion [17]. This
conclusion is substantiated by the fc"lowing microscope observation of
migrating inclusions; corners between lateral and cold (crystallizing)
faces are rounded while the corners between the lateral and hot (dis
solving) faces remain sharp. The same phenomena is also evident from
the work of Anthony and Cline [10]. The rounded corners at the cold
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Immobile
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Fig. 4C. Effect of immobile adsorbed impurities on the
l a t e r a l motion of ledges on thp crystal surface.
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face of a migrating inclusion provide many ledges or steps for attach
n

ment of solute precipitating from solution. This in turn iir- ies that
the supersaturation required for crystallization on this face is small.
Hence c in Eq. (4-5) is set equal to zero in the subsequent appli
cation of the theory.
Dissolution of a crystal face can be viewed as the reverse of
growth and the salt flux at dissolving interface is expressed as:
f

j « kf(C ) ' U . S * )
s

h

(4-10)

n

where k is an interfacial kinetic coefficient and f(EL) is a function
of the fractional undersaturation of liquid in contact with the dis
solving face. The product kf(5 ) constitutes a phenomenological rate
h

law describing the interfacial kinetics of dissolution of a pure crys
tal [e.g. Eq. (4-9)] „ The function f (£.,£*) expresses the depen
dency of the dissolution rate on impurities in the crystal, which re
sults in a critical fractional undersaturation, £* below which no dis
solution occurs.
The following functions have been chosen to describe f(£ ) and
h

f'(5 .e*):
h

nu

4

=cr

( -na)

and
1

'k

f

°

f'(? ,5*) =
n

IC

for

r

C

h > «*

^
C < £*

(4-lli,

h

Equation (4-lla) encompasses the BCF Theory [Eq. (4-9)], according to
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which the exponent r approaches 2 at low undersaturation and tends to
wards unity at high undersaturation.

Equation (4-llb) is justified

based on the impurity effects described in section 4.1.2.3.
Equation (4-10) and (4-11) can be combined and used in the migra
tion velocity analysis with the additional specification r « 1 (linear
model) or r » 2 (non-linear model) to conform with the high and low-s
limits of the BCF Theory.
4.1.3.1 Linear Interface Kinetics
For r - 1, the salt flux at the dissolving interface is
k

J's " U h - C )

i

= 0

% > C*

f

if

(4-12)

5 < Z*
h

Using Eq. (4-12) in Eq. (4-5) together with r = 0 gives the migra
tion velocity

i

¥

sat

r

1

r^y

dC

s a t

^it - a r ~ °

\

n T

vT

£_

i - L

(4-13)

where

<D-

D^C

sat

kL

(4-14)

is a dimensionless quantity reflecting relative importance of diffusion
in the liquid and interfacial kinetics in the overall transport rate.
This approach is identical to the model formulated by Geguzin et
al. [11] and equivalent to one proposed by Anthony and Cline [10], when
K = 0.

If the kinetic potential K utilized by the latter authors

is, as they suggest, a linear function of inclusion speed
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K - K + av
Q

then coefficients K and a can be identified with the parameters of
0

the linear model as follows

RT£
and
RTp /k
s

Use of these formulae converts the velocity equation derived by Anthony
and Cline (Eq. (10) of Ref. [10]) to Eq. (4-13).

The parameters K

Q

and a are equivalent to the critical departure from saturation and the
interfacial transfer coefficient of the linear model.
4.1.3.2 Nonlinear Interface Kinetics
For r - 2, the salt flux at the dissolving interface is
Js = k£h(Ch - ?*)

if

Ch > 5*

if

5 < C*

(4-1S)

- 0

h

Combining Eq. (4-15) with Eq. (4- ^) with £ = 0 yield

D,C

Sat

\H

4LVT

]

1 dCsat
-sat

1/2
(4-16)

w i t h ^ d e f i n e d by Eq. (4-14).
The l i m i t of k i n e t i c control is obtained f o r ^ D s u f f i c i e n t l y

large

and 5* smal1, as

dCsat
.sat ~ d T

LVT,

(4-17)
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while the limit for diffusion control is obtained for small ~-D in which
(

case Eq. (4-15) reduces to Eq. (4-6).

Both these limits are derived

in Appendix B.
4.1.3.3 Threshold Temperature Gradient for No Migration
Equations (4-13) and (4-16) predict the migration velocity at a
given temperature and inclusion size for the linear and non-linear in
terface kinetics. Pigford [24] predicted the existence of a threshold
temperature gradient below which no migration takes place (i.e. the
inclusion remains stationary). At the threshold temperature gradient,
the temperature difference across the inclusion is just sufficient to
meet the requirement of critical undersaturation for dissolution at
the hot interface and critical supersaturation for growth at the cold
interface.
Setting the right hand side of Eq. (4-13) and (4-16) equal to zero,
the threshold temperature gradient for migration calculated from either
of the equations results in

^min "

/

/Isat

T

^ >

- {frt^r--°)
which is equivalent to Eq. (29) of Ref. [24].
Similarly for a given temperature and vT^ (or VT,), there exists
a minimum size below which the inclusion becomes immobile.

Equation

(4-18) can be rewirtten to obtain an expression for this minimum size.
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Physically the existence of L • means that the inclusion size
is so small that, the critical sized nuclei for growth and dissolution
[as predicted by Eq. (4-7) for nucleation growth theory, for example]
cannot be sustained.
Pigford [24] explained that the existence of the minimum size for
migration is responsible for uniformly distributed small sized inclu
sions in natural salt deposits.

During the 200 million-year age under

the influence of geothermal gradient, the inclusions would have other
wise migrated towards the bottom of the salt deposits.
4.2.

GAS-LIQUID INCLUSIONS
The mechanism of thermomigration of this type of inclusions was

discussed in Chapter 2.

Referring to Fig. 2B, the following processes

must be considered in formulating the inclusion speed in this case:
(i)

The diffusion of water vapor in the gas bubble under the

driving force of vapor pressure difference between the not and the
cold sides of the bubble.

The diffusional flux will depend on gas

phase properties such as the diffusion coefficient of water vapor in a
given inert gas (helium or air or argon), and the gas phase thermal
conductivity.
(ii)
gradients.

The backflow of the liquid driven by the surface tension
Since the surface tension is temperature dependent, a de

tailed knowledge of temperature distribution in the inclusion is neces
sary to calculate this backflow.

The effect of heat of vaporization

of water on the temperature distribution must be accounted for.
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(iii) The flux of the dissolved salt in the liquid around the gas
bubble.

This flux has both diffusional and convective components be

cause salt concentration gradients as well as bulk liquid flow exist
in the brine-filled region.
(iv) The interfacial kinetics of dissolution and growth at the
cold and the hot brine/solid interfaces, respectively.

In principle,

these are identical to the interfacial processes at the brine/solid
interfaces in all-liquid inclusions which were discussed in the previ
ous section.
It is clear that theoretical modeling of the above processes will
require detail calculations of fluid flow, heat, and mass transport in
the inclusion.

This can not be done analytically for the actual geom

etry of the inclusion, which is a gas bubble in a cubical brine cavity
in an infinite medium of solid. Clander and coworkers [13] have de
veloped an approximate analytical model to determine the velocity of
the two-phase fluid inclusions in an imposed thermal gradient.

In

their analysis, the actual shape of the cavity is approximated by a
sphere of radius b with a centrally placed spherical gas bubble of
radius a (Figure 4D).
Even with this idealized shape, numerical method is required to
solve the concentration distribution of salt in the liquid shell. A
further approximation consists of ignoring convective transport in the
analysis of the salt-concentration distribution in the liquid shell.
This leads to what is called the "approximate solution" [Eq. (115) of
Ref. (13)], which provides an explicit and sufficiently accurate equa
tion for the inclusion speed.
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XBL827-606I
Fig. 4D. Spherical model of a gas liquid inclusion showing the
water flux crossing the bubble from hot to cold and the
salt deposition or dissolution flux at the solid liquid
boundary shown by arrows. (Ref. [13]).
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Without going into the details of the analysis of Olander and co
workers [13], it is sufficient here to state that the migration veloc
ity, v, of the inclusion depends on the following parameters:
(1) G'obal temperature of the inclusion, T at which all the physi al property data are calculated.
(2) Applied temperature gradient in solid, VT^.
(3) Tie inclusion size, and the volume fraction of gas in the
i vity.

(4) T e inert gas phase in the bubble (helium or air or argon).
A shor hand representation of Eq. (115) of Ref. [13] is
v * f(T , vT , a, b, gas phase).
The actua

1

(4-20)

ize of the whole cavity, and the contained gas phase are

converted o equivalent spherical sizes given by a and b. The ratio
a3 /b3 give the volume fraction of gas.
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CHAPTER 5
INTERFACIAL STABILITY OF MIGRATING ALL-LIQUID INCLUSIONS
5.1.

INTRODUCTION
All-liquid inclusions produced in the manner described in Chapter

3 are shaped like square platelets {Figure 3A) with their boundaries
conforming to {100}planes of the host single crystal.

If L is the

thickness of the inclusion and W is the width of one of its square
sides, the aspect radio L/W is much less than unity.

The thickness L

is between 10 and 20 urn, the exact value depending on the temperature
and temperature gradient, and the width w is fixed by the volume of
liquid contained by the inclusion.
In the present work, it was observed experimentally that certain
inclusions showed interface instabilities during migration.

Such an

instability caused breakdown of an inclusion into two or more smaller
but stable inclusions.

Anthony and Cline have also reported [25] sim

ilar instabilities of brine inclusions in KC1 single crystals.

How

ever, no rigorous quantitative explanation of such a behavior is avail
able in the literature.
In this chapter a perturbation method is used to analyze interface
instabilities of brine filled inclusions in alkali halide single crys
tals.

Using the temperature distribution in the inclusion derived in

Appendix A, an approximate theoretical model for the response of a
planar solid/solution interface from an arbitrary perturbation is de
veloped.

These results are then applied to the interfaces of a migrat

ing inclusion.
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According to the analysis of Appendix A the ratio vT,/vT de
m

creases from its highest value at the center to unity at the periphery
of the inclusion.

Because the solubility of salt is temperature de

pendent, the concentration gradient across the inclusion (which is the
driving force for the migration) is also largest at the center.

Since

the flux of dissolved salt across the inclusion, j , depends on the
concentration gradient, it should also vary from a maximum value at the
center to smaller v a u e s at off-axis locations.
flux j

Alternatively, the

can be made < onstant at each point on the inclusion face if

the inclusion thickness is highest at the center with continuously de
fc

creasing values at & - a x i s location.

This would mean that the in

clusion would be roughly spherical in shape.

But stable inclusions

undoubtedly are square platelet shaped with (100) facets.
two principal reasons
(i)

or the observed shape:

The interfacial energy
KC1 and NaCl.

There are

Y

is the lowest for {100} planes in

Any departure from (100)is energetically un

favorable,
(ii) The interfacial kinetics (discussed in Chapter 4) favors layer
by layer growth and dissolution.
Therefore, despite th • local variations in concentrations, the
stabilizing effects discussed above maintain an inclusion stable with
(100) facets and prevent t e inclusion from assuming a spherical form.
However, these stabilizing effects are not strong enough for inclusions
of all size":

Then the ratio W/L is very large (i.e. for slender in

clusions), the gradient ampl fication factor vT./vT^ approaches
k /k, (which is roughly 7 for NaCl and 10 for KC1).

In this limit the
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large "gradient effect" overwhelms the stabilizing effects of interfacial kinetics and interfacial energy.

As a result, the inclusion

breaks down as shown in Fig. 5A.
Figure 5B shows schematically a typical sequence of events during
migration which lead to Dreakdown of an unstable inclusion.

The in

stabilities begin at the corners of the inclusions, where trailing
veils first appear.
the cold side.

These veils always appear at the interface towards

The veils lag behind the migrating inclusion for sev

eral hours, remaining physically attached to the inclusion.

Eventually

the veils detach, leaving behind two or more smaller but stable in
clusions.
5.2.

PERTURBATION METHOD FOR STABILITY ANALYSIS
The application of perturbation method to a growing interface for

stability analysis is not a novel subject; the stability of crystal
growing from a melt in various geometries (spherical, planar, cylin
drical) under mass and heat flows have been analysed by perturbation
methods [27], [28], [29], [30]. The subject is adequately reviewed by
Sekerka [31] and Delves [32].
A similar perturbation method is used here for a planar crystal
growth - om solution.

There are basic differences between the solidi

fication and solution growth.

The former theory has been worked out

for temperature gradient zone melting, wnich refers to the process of
solidifica

on at the interface.

The solute and solvent are considered

to be present on the either side of the interface with a known distri
bution coefficient.

In the case of solution growth, the solid phase

is pure solute (no solvent is present in the solia).

Other differences
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COIOll
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XBB 827-6593A

Fig. 5A. Photomicrograph of inclusions showing interfacial
instabilities in an applied temperature gradient of
40°C/cm and compressive axial load of 4 MPa. The small
sized inclusions are stable with sharp boundaries whereas
the inclusions with large W/L ratios have begun to show
instabilities at the interface.
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Fig. 5B. A typical sequence of events leading to breakdown
of an inclusion.
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between the prior studies and the present situation are in the boundary conditions at the interface.

Also in the case of solidification,

the interfacial velocity is dependent on the latent heat of freezing,
whereas the heat of crystallization can De neglected in treating solu
tion growth.

(This can be justified by computing appropriate dimen-

sionless numbers for NaCl/brine and KCl/brine cases.)

The density

difference between solid and liquid are considered here whereas no
density change is assumed at the interface in the previous studies.
5.2.1 Temperature and Concentration Fields
Since the migration velocities of the inclusions under consideration are very small (typically 5 x 10

-8

cm/s), the velocity terms

are neglected in the heat and mass balance equations i.e., the trans
port equations are assumed to be identical in a fixed frame of refer
ence and in a frane of reference moving with the interface.

This as

sumption results in linear temperature and concentration profiles,
which keep the mathematical analysis simple without loss of generality
of the conclusions.
5.2.1.1 The Unperturbed Case (superscript "o")
:"hown in Fig. 5C is a flat unperturbed planar interface grow
ing from solution.

The solid is pure solute crystal with molar den

sity >,..
The temperature and concentration fields in the liquid and the
solid are given by:
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Interface
Liquid

Concentration

Temperature

"L
XBL827-6063
Fig. 5C. Temperature and concentration fields at an unperturbed
planar interface under growth conditions. The interface
velocity v° is small.
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Liquid (z > 0)
C°{z) - C° + G°z

(5-la)

T°(z) - T° + G°z

(5-lb)

where C and T represent concentration and temperature respectively,
subscript i refers to interfaciai values, and superscript o refers to
the unperturbed interface.

G

and G 2 are concentration and

temperature gradients in the liquid.
Solid (z < 0)
C°(z) - P

(constant)

S

(5-2a)

T°(z) - T° + G°z

(5-2b)

where subscript s refers to the solid and G
gradient in the solid.

is the temperature

At the interface z = 0, continuity of tempera

ture, heat flux, and mass flux gives:
T°(z) - T°(z)

(5-3a)

1^6° « k G°

(5-30)

s

D,G° - v°(p -C°) = v°p
s

( -3c)

s

5

where D, is the diffusivity of the solute in the liquid.
5.2.1.2 The Perturbed Case
An arbitrary time dependent sinusoidal perturbation with wave
length x - (2H/(D) is given at the interface:
Z « i (x,t) « E (w,t) sin u x.

(5-4)

The amplitude of perturbation e (w,t) is very small.

By solving

the heat and mass transport equations in this perturbed case with ap
propriate boundary conditions, we can find J/e, where I is the time
rate of change of amplitude c.

If IU

is negative, the perturbation

will decay with time and the interface will be stable.

If, on the
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other hand, 4/E is positive, the perturbations will grow with tim

and

the interface is said to be unstable.
The conservation equations for the concentration and temperature
fields C(z,x,t), T(z,x,t) and T (z.x.t) in this case are:
2

aC

3C

TE *

~2

2

. 8C

3X

TF-

3T

"th

s

IT

'th

(for z > 0)

(5-5b)

(for z < 0)

(5-5c)

2

+

3X

a /
3Z
2

a T„

a T.

3X

3Z

2

3 T

(5-5a)

8Z
2

3T

(for z > 0)

?

Note that the convective terfs are neglected due to the assumed
slow interface velocity.

Dx. and D . are thermal diffusivities
t

of the solid and the solution.
In the stability analysis one is Interested in the sign of e/e.
At ilt

nearly equal to zero, the interface changes shape slowly with

time.

Hence the time dependent left hand side of Eq. (5-5) can be

neglected without loss of generality [32]. The resulting quasi-sta
tionary conservation equations must meet the following conditions:
(i) The solution must reduce to that of the unperturbed case far
from the interface.

That is,

C(z,x) * C°(z)

for z » co

(5-6a)

T(z,x) »T°(z)

for z * co

(5-6b)

T (z,x) > T^

for z » -

(5-6c)

s

(ii)

The interface shape is described by the periodic function

z « tf(x), at which position
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T

C. - C° + a c s i n U , x)

(5-7a)

T

(5-7D)

i

- T° + b

sinfoi, x)

c

- T° + b't sin( ,x)

s

(5-7c)

u

where a and b are functions of system properties and remain to be de
termined.
The solutions to the quasi-stationary forms of Eqs. (5-5) with
conditions (5-6) and (5-7) are:
C(z,x) - C°(z) + e(a-G°) exp (-u z) sin(u, x)

(5-8a)

T(z,x) . T°(z) + e(b-G°) exp (-u, z) s i n ^ x)

(5-8b)

T (z,x) - T°(z) + (b-G°) exp (+« x) s i n U x)

(5-8c)

$

E

5.2.2 Determination of the Parameters a and b
The parameters in Eqs. (5-7) are determined by two independent
methods.

The first is continuity of heat flux and mass flux at the

perturbed interface.

The second i.._>thod is based on considerations of

interfacial energy and interfacial kinetics.
5.2.2.1 METHOD 1
Mass Flux

[*MHZ.#-*<>S-',>-VP
Since o

5

S

< -

9 )

r-0 both C. and C. can
is much larger than C, or C.,

be neglected.

From Eqs. (5-8a) and (5-9), with exp [-ui)

= 1, for

small perturbations
0 ^ ° - D ^ c (a - G°) sin

u

x -- v „ .

(5-10)

Therefore, since D,G° - p v° from Eq. (5-3c),
-D^E

(a - G°) sin

u

x = p

(v - v°).

(5-11)
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But perturbed interface velocity v can be expressed in terms of the
unperturbed interface velocity v° as
v » v° + dtf/dt « v° + c sin ux.

(5-12)

Substituting Eq. (5-12) into Eq. (5-11)

(5-13)
Heat Flux

M

aT (z,x)
s

[%^j

(5-14)

Using Eqs. (5-8b) and (5-8c), this yields:
k-| [G» - ui c (b-G^) exp (-u z) sinu x]
= k

s

[G° + u, c (b-G°) exp (+ z) sinw x ]

Since k. Gy - k

u

_ ,
£ =

,

G° and exp (- u $) = exp (+u0) = 1 for small per

turbations, we obtain

(5-15)
k

Ls

+

k

lJ

5.2.2.2 METHOO 2
The second method of finding a relation between a and b is similar
to that used by Siedensticker [33]. The difference is that Siedensticker considers an interfacial temperature which is different from
the "equilibrium" temperature, whereas here it is the interfacial con
centration C., which is different from the saturation concentration
C.

. This difference is brought about by the interfacial kinet

ics and interfacial energy (the Gibos-Thompson Effect).
effects will now be considered separately.

Each of these
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5.2.3 Interfacial Kinetics
According to the theory of crystallization, supersaturation is
necessary to initiate crystal growth.
necessary to begin dissolution.

Similarly undersaturation is

As discussed in Chapter 4, according

to the nucleation growth theory, this can be attributed to the free
energy barrier to form a critical-sized nucleus Defore growth or dis
solution becomes energetically favorable.

Whatever the exact mode of

interfacial crystallization or dissolution, the difference between the
actual and saturation concentrations at the interface (which is the
driving force) is related to the interfacial growth or dissolution by
an interfacial kinetic law for which a general form is
C, - C*"* - g(v)

(5-16)

where g(v) is the function representing the kinetics of the interface
attachment or detachment processes.

For the unperturbed interface the

kinetic law takes the following form
C° - C °

S a t

= g(v°)

(5-17)

Because v is close to v , g(v) can be approximated by two term
Taylor Series
g(v) - c(v°) + a (v-v°)

(5-18)

where

•-m,o.
Substituting Eqs. (5-16) and (5-17) into (5-18) and then using Eq.
(5-12), one obtains
sat
I. - C.
r

or,

C

r

i

o
,-osat . . .
= C- - C.
at sin ux
r

- C° - C i ?

+

at

- C°

s a t

+ QE s i n

u

x

(5-19)
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The concentrations are not continuous at the interface as consid
ered by previous workers.

However, the saturation concentration is

related to the interfacial temperature.

Assuming a linear relation

from the phase diagram (which is a good approximation for the NaCl/water and KC1/water systems).

and

T° . m C °

s a t

T - m C*

a t

1

+ T
+

T

(unperturbed)

(5-20a)

u.jrturbed)

(5-20b)

where m and Tare respectively the slope and the intercept on the phase
diagram line.

Thus, using Eq. (5-7b)

sat
osat _
C
- C"
i
ii
S a L

r

:

TT - T°l
1
i
be sinui x
J

m

m

And, using Eq. (5-19)
Ir
( C

(.0,

i

"

be Sinu X

Vint-km "

m—

.
+

a

E

s

.
n

<" *

, . _. .
( 5

-

2 1

>

5.2.4 Interfacial Energy
Equation (5-21) gives the difference (C - C?) which is attrib
;

utable to the interfacial kinetic resistance.

Now the diffeience

(C. -C•) due to the interfacial energy will be computed.

Since the

perturbed interface is curved, capillarity effects must be considered.
Consider a small section of the interface with curvature nearly
constant (Figure 5D). Let Pr and P. be the pressures at the curved
interface in solid and liquid, respectively.
the flat unperturbed interface are P<- and P. .

Similar quantities for
Since

P° - P°
For the perturbed interface

P -P, - ( J L J-j
S

T

+

(5-22)
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Liquid

Solid

I

L

1

Unperturbed Interface

Solid

Liquid

Perturbed Interface
XBL 827-6064
Fig. 5D. Small sections of unperturbed and perturbed
interfaces to compute the effect of interfacial
energy on the boundary conditions.
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where r and r are two principal radii of curvatures and y is the
y

x

surface energy.
But

-i- - 0
y
1
*i
2 •
and
— — = — « • ~ c oi sin w x.
x
ax
Therefore, from Eq. (5-22)
?
P_ - P. « y t u) Sin (o X
2

Assuming P. = P. , since the liquid is semi-infinite, yields
iP » P - P° =
s

Let An

s

y

e. J

sin a x

(5-23)

and Au, be the changes in the chemical potential of

solute in solid and liquid due to the process of perturDing the inter
face. There
Au - A u
s

(5-24)

r

But
CC- - C?
Au, = k T In 4 =
„
(5-25)
!
0
0
and
iu = fJAP - s AT
(5-26)
where n is the atomic volume of the solid and s is the entropy. At
k

T

r

constant

1

1

r

temperature AT = 0. So from Eqs. (5-23) and (5-26)
o
An - GAP = tt y E UJ sin w x

(5-27)

From Eqs. (5-24), (5-25) and (5-27)
C - C°
k j i _ i - n y z u 2 sin uj x

C°
C

' i "Oint-enrg

=

FT

n

c

» ^

« *-

5

28

<- >
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Adding Eqs. (5-21) and (5-28), the total departure from interfacial
equilibrium is given by:

-o • a c sin
J u x - besinw x +. e. sin u x ^+
C, - Ci

or

b
a - w

.

c
« T

+ +

a

I

'i
LT

+ +

7

DvC°
. u x
— ^" j - i cu 2 sin

TT

29

»

—ET

(5- )

Substituting a and b from Eqs. (5-13) and (5-15), and solving for -,
one obtains:
k

.o
G

G

+

ss

k

G

c

l?

<* ? 2

c"

7

3

"

5

5

3

( ~ °)

J-tU

The denominator of the right hand side of Eq. (5-30) is always
positive, therefore, the sign of i U is determined by the numerator S,
where

S
S

G
=

G

°

k

6

ss

+

k

6

l?

c - m ( k + k,) '
s

C

"* ?
ITT"

2
1

( 5 3 1 )
(5

~

31)

Equation (5-31) is applicable to any solid/solution interface with
nonuniform temperature distributions in both phases and a solute con
centration gradient in the solution adjacent to the boundary.

In the

following section, this stability criterion is specialized for the case
of an all-liquid inclusion in salt crystals.
5.3. APPLICATION TO MIGRATING INCLUSIONS
With reference to Fig. 2A which shows the temperature and concen
tration profiles in a section of an all-liquid inclusion:
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Ch-'c

( c r - ' C ) _ ( c » * + «C )
h

c

c r - C ^

aC h

c
(5-32)

For the cold interface of the inclusion where crystal growth takes

c - c
h

place,
1
is approximately equal to the concentration gradient G
used in the previous section. Thus
-o
c "

n

G

c

(5-33)

L

Similarly the temperature gradieri. within the liquid VT-| is approxT. - T
imately equal to
r , where T is temperature of a given point on
the cold interface and T, is the temperature of exactly opposite point
on the hot interface. Both T. and T are related to the saturation con
centrations in adjacent liquid.

From phase diagram relation given by

Eq. (5-20), therefore
r

sat

-sat

vT

L
mL
m
Substituting Eqs. (5-34) and (5-33) into Eq. (5-32) yields
T

,o * 1
c m

5 C

+

h

6C

c

(5-34)

(5-35)

L

Substituting Eq. (5-35) into Eq. (5-31) yields
7 T

1

m

k

G

s °

m(k

•s

+ k G

?

«C.h + 6C
c

OTCV

(5-36)

"T

The last term in Eq. (5-36) contains u, the frequency of the sinu
soidal perturbation, which is given in terms of the wave length x by
n

UJ = —£. Because most inclusions begin to break down at corners [25],
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a good estimate is x » W. With additional assumptions of G° =
vT

and G? = V T . , Eq. (5-36) takes the following form
VT,
<:
s

k V T + k, vT,
s °°
1
1

1

-~m

«C. + 6C,.
h
c

m(k + k,)

C

s

n C°.
i
y

kT

-

,, . 2
/2*\

V TT j

fc
-17 1
( 5 _ 3 7 )

Using the temperature gradient amplification f a c t o r ^ - vT,/vT

at

the axis of the inclusion as ar, approximation in Eq. (5-37), one
obtains

S
S

1

^ -

)

k

C

s ,

7

* h *

T

vT

* m ( k + k,) s

t C

C

c

a

2

<

4,

FT

~tf

.....
( 5 _ 3 8 )

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (5-38) is called the
"gradient term".

The second and third terms are respectively the "in-

terfacial kinetic term" and "interfacial energy term".

Since-_A> 1

(see Appendix A ) , the gradient term has a positive effect on S and
hence is unstabilizing.

The interfacial kinetic and energy terms both

have negative contributions to S and hence are stabilizing.

The same

conclusion was previously obtained on qualitative grounds in section
5.1.

The condition for stability is S _< 0.

5.4.

DISCUSSION

5.4.1

Special Cases

We consider some limiting cases of Eq. (5.38).
Case 1: No Temperature gradient
With the applied gradient v T ^ = 0, Eq. (5-38) indicates that S will
always be negative.

As intuitively expected, inclusions of all sizes

are stable in absence of a temperature gradient.
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Case 2: Migration Controlled by Interfacial Kinetics
When migration is entirely controlled by the kinetic resistance at
the interface, large supersaturation ({C ) and undersaturation («C.)
are needed for the interfacial crystallization and dissolution. In
such a case the interfacial kinetic term in Eq. (5-38) is large and
negative, and the inclusion will be stable.
Case 3: Purely Diffusion Controlled Migration
This situation is just the opposite of case 2. Neglecting the in
terfacial kinetic term in Eq. (5-38) results in the following condi
tions for stability

s

vT

• mn^T -- - i f r °

(5_39)

Table 5-1 lists the physical property data in Eq. (5-39) obtained
from reference [34]. Substituting values from Table 5-1 in Eq. (5-39)
for NaCl/brine at 50°C , the condition for stability in the pure dif
fusion case reduces to
*T„ < f » i f
8

(J-l)

•

(5-40)

2

W

For a typical inclusion with thickness L of 10 um and width W of
100 iim, the temperature gradient amplification factor J[ is approxi
mately 4, hence the condition for stability reduces to vT < 30°C/cm.
In the range of applied temperature gradients between 0 and 30°C/cm,
a typical inclusion of above mentioned size will be stable if its mi
gration is controlled purely by diffusion. However, most inclusions
show interfacial resistance controlled migration [9] and hence fall
under case 2.
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Table 5-1.

Property

Units
U

k

s

cm-K

k

l

cm-K

W_
1

dC

S a t

m " dT
c

o .

c

sat

moles

Physical property data

NaCl/Brine
a t 50"C

KCl/Brine
a t T » 40

5.01 x I D

- 2

5.99 x

io-

2

6.11 x 1 0

- 3

5.81 x

io-

3

Z.l x 1 0

- 6

2.54 x 1 0

- 5

3

cm K
moles

- 3

5.45 x 1 0

4.53 x ID"

3

3.12 x 10"

5

cm

°1

cm
s

a

ccr

2.6 x 1 0 "
1

ergs
•Y

cm

-2 x 1 0 "

5

3

- 1 . 8 x :L0~

75.65

3

75.65

2

moles

3.68 x 1 0 "

2

2.66 x

3

io-

2

cm

4.5 x J O

m

3
cm
molecule

kT

ergs
molecule

4.46 x 1 0 "

V

- 2 3

1 4

6.24 x I D "
4.32 x

io-

2 3

14
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5.4.2 General Case
In general, inclusions migrate under the combined influence of dif
fusion and interfacial kinetics.

A general condition for stability re

lating the migration velocity v° and the applied temperature gradient
can be derived as follows:
The flux of dissolved salt as given by Eq. (4-5) can be rewritten as
,-sat
dC
dt
s

o

u

l

0

C

s a t

KT,

(5-41)

Substituting Eq. (5-41) into Eq. (5-38) with v ^ ., ^ v T ^ and
1

dC

s a t

5- T T - *
s

=

~^~

.l e ..
l d s

+

vT

sikpnrjT

i - "C

sat

•nyCf

UvT.

~i?r

7
(5-42)

Since C? = C

, the above equation reduces to

o
0.

V

--AvT

m(k

J

\

M

+
s

^]

o C sat

fJvC sat %
VT

(5-43)

Note that the second and the third terms in the right hand side Eq.
(5-43) are always negative (o is negative for NaCl/brine and KCl/brine).
The first term with v is positive for the growing cold interface.
The condition of stability at the cold interface is obtained by setting
S < 0 in Eq. (5-43), yielding
sat

vV
T

TJT-<^' .

sat
n n k + k.,)- o C
s

kT

^

(5-44)
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The speed of a migrating inclusion of a given size and aspect ratio in
a known gradient must satisfy Eq. (5-44) for stability.

If the migra

tion speed is not small enough to meet this condition, the inclusion
will break down at the cold interface.
Equation (5-44) was derived for a planar interface growing from
solution.

At the hot interface of the migrating inclusion, dissolu

tion instead of growth takes place hence v

is negative.

However,

the applied gradient VT^ is also negative when viewed from a coordinate
system with its origin at the dissolving surface.
From Eq. (5-44), therefore, the stability condition for the hot
interface of the inclusion is:

v°p

UT^*.

•J

Let

-sat
m ( k + k,)

s

„sat
+ k^"

sat
and

"FT

s

-£l
mTk
— k T

n-r C sat

tf"

4*'

(5-45)

(5-46)

(5-47)

Then Eqs. (5-44) and (5-45) give the following conditions for sta
bility
at the Cold Interface:
v° < A vT^ + B

(5-48a)

at the Hot Interface
v° > A vT^ - B

(5-48b)

Equations (5-48) are general stability conditions for an all-liquid
inclusion in a crystal supporting an external temperature gradient.
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5.4.3 Comparison with Experimental Data
Figure 5E schematically shows a sketch of Eqs. (5-48) with the re
gions of stability for an inclusion with specific values of L and W.
The stability region bound by straight lines in Fig. 5E is valid only
for constant values of L and W.

In practice, however, a given inclu

sion flattens in the direction of applied temperature gradient as the
gradient is increased (i.e. with an increase in vT^, L decreases and W
2

increases keeping the inclusion volume W L constant).

Since param

eters A and B defined in Eqs. (5-46) and (5-47) depend on L and W, the
slope and the intercept of the stability lines on Fig. 5E should actu
ally vary with vT .

Therefore the stability region is, in fact, de

termined by the complex inter-relation between v°, vT , L, and W for
a given inclusion.
Table 5-2 summarizes the values of parameters A and B at a speci
fied temperature for NaCl ar-i) KC1 as the inclusion width w is varied
keeping the thickness L constant at 10 ym.
of Table 5-1 are used to compute A and B.
with a velocity v

The physical property data
For an inclusion migrating

under the combined influence of diffusion and in-

terfacial kinetics in a crystal supporting a temperature gradient vT ,
the experimental values of L and W, together with the physical property
data at the temperature of the inclusion, determine whether or not the
condition stated in Eqs. (5-48) are met.
A simpler stability criterion exists for inclusion migrating under
purely diffusion control.

For the cold interface of the inclusion,

this condition is given by Eq. (5-39), which can be rewritten as
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Fig. 5E. Schematic representation of the region of
stability for an inclusion with specific values
of L and U migrating under the combined influence
of diffusion and interfacial kinotics.
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Table 5.2.

Stability parameters for inclusions in NaCl and KCl
(Inclusion thickness L » 10 um)

NaCl

KCl

T - 50*C

T - 40*C

Inclusion
Width, W

urn

A [Eq. (5-46)]
8

2

(10 cm /*C-s)

10
25
50
100
500
1000

5.88

00

B [Eq. (5-47)] A [Eq. (5-46)]
8

(10 cm/s)

8

(10 cmVc-s)

B [Eq. (5-47)]
8

,(10 cm/s)

1.23

1160.0

4.44

23600.0

1.70

186.0

5.20

3770.0

2.42

46.4

6.47

944.0

3.32

ll.fi

8.16

236.0

5.40

0.5
0.1
0.0

12.42

9.4
2.3
0.0

6.52

13.67
15.25
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n c sat

(5-40)
(•jU 1) W
Experimentally inclusions can be forced to migrate with up to 80
VT

m

<

T

TT

V k (1/m) j
s

2

percent of the theoretically calculated diffusion controlled veloci
ties by increasing the axial load on the solid crystal (see section
3.3).

To test the condition in Eq. (5-40), four inclusions (F,G,H,I)

with sharp boundaries were followed in a KC1 crystal supporting an ex
ternal temperature gradient and axial load of 4 MPa.
ture gradient v T

As the tempera

was varied, the inclusion size (I and W) was care

fully noted at regular intervals.

The results are shown in Fig. 5F.

Most experimental points are well within the stable region.
The inclusions shown in Fig. 5A are migrating in a KC1 single crys
tal to which an external temperature gradient of 40*C/cm and axial com
pressive load of ~ 4MPa is imposed.

These inclusions are expected to

migrate with up to 80 percent of the theoretical diffusion controlled
velocities.

The inclusions marked X and Y on Fig. 5A are clearly un

stable by virtue of having long trailing veils of liquid which are sep
arating away from the cold interface.
similar veils of instability.

Some other inclusions also show

Such inclusions are withii the unstable

region of Fig. 5F.
On the other hand, some inclusions of approximately saine size as
that of X and Y (which will also fall in the unstable region of Fig.
5F) do not show the trailing veils of instability.

These apparently

stable inclusions may in fact be unstable inclusions whose veils may
not have grown sufficiently long, since the onset of the instability,
to be clearly visible at the magnification used in the photomicrograph
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Fig. 5F. Experimental data f o r several stable and unstabled inclusions
migrating with d i f f u s i o n controlled v e l o c i t i e s in a KCl single c r y s t a l .
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of Fig. 5A.

In other words, the presence of trailing veils of liquid

is a sufficient but not a necessary condition of interfacial instabil
ity.
The theoretical line in Fig. 5F is computed for an extreme limit
of purely diffusion controlled migration.

In practice, however, most

inclusions exhibit certain interfacial mass transfer resistance even
when high axial compressive loads are applied to the crystal.

It will

be further elaborated in Chapter 6 that two inclusions of the same size
under otherwise identical conditions often have different values of
interfacial parameters (and hence different stability criteria) due to
stochastic nature of interaction between dislocations and migrating
inclusions.
5.4.4 Comparison with the Work of Anthony and Cline
The approach used in the present work is more accurate compared to
the stability condition previously proposed by Anthony and Cline [25].
Based on experimental data, Anthony and Cline [25] proposed a maximum
value of 9.4 x 10

-8

2
•
cm /sec C for the ratio v/vT , above which all

inclusions become unstable.

In their data, temperature does not appear

to be held constant for different inclusions.

Their data obtained for

several inclusions in a KC1 single crystal in a temperature gradient
inherently imply that the inclusions were at different temperatures by
virtue of being at different locations in the crystal.

Moreover, the

inclusion size and shape is unaccounted for in their work.
It is clear from Eqs. (5-48) that both temperature and inclusion
shape and size are very important parameters in stability analyses.
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Although Anthony and Cline data [25] are abundant, it is not possible
to ir.ake any meaningful comparison of their data to the present work.
5.5.

SUMMARY
An approximate analytical approach is used to explain the inter-

facial instability of all-liquid inclusions in alkali halide single
crystals supporting an external temperature gradient.

It is clear

that the interfacial kinetics is a strong stabilizing force and that
inclusions migrating with interfacial Kinetic control are always sta
ble.

For a diffusion controlled migration, the inclusions are unsta

ble above a temperature grLcisnt which is inversely proportional to
the square of the inclusion width W.

For a mixed diffusion-inter-

facial kinetics controlled migration, stability conditions are separ
ately derived for the cold and the hot interfaces of the inclusion.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
6.1

ALL LIQUID INCLUSIONS

6.1.1

Potassium Chloride SinglP. Crys als

6.1.1.1 Solid Unstressed
According to the BCF theory discussed in Chapter 4, the rate of
removal of solid from the hot face of an inclusion depends on the
presence of dislocations intersecting this surface.

Dissolution steps

are provided by screw dislocation ledges on the surface.
dislocation density of 10

5

cm

-2

Assuming a

, as estimated by etching method

described in Chapter 3, and an inclusion 50 m wide, the average num
u

ber of dislocations intersecting the dissolving face is 2.5.

There

fore, substantial differences in the coefficient k of Eq. (4-10) can
be expected from one inclusion to another due solely to the statistical
variations of this number.

Changes in crystal growth rate with size

(size-dependent growth) and variations of growth rate for a given size
(growth dispersion) are well-documented phenomena [35] which support
the above argument.
In addition, the dissolution rate will in general be different for
two inclusions which are intersected by the same number of disloca
tions on the hot face.

The temperature gradient, and hence the tem

perature, vary considerably over the face perpendicular to the thermal
gradient (see Appendix A ) . Hence, a dislocation near the axis will be
a more prolific source of dissolution steps than one near the edge of
the inclusion.
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Thus, the number and the location of the dislocations intersecting
the hot face of the inclusions are believed to be responsible for the
average velocity under specified conditions as well as the dispersion
about this average value.

The additional experimental results de

scribed below support this general interpretation of inclusion migra
tion.
Figure 6A shows the migration velocity of a single inclusion in
KC1 which was fol'<owed for 72 h. Periodic measurements of the posi
tion of the inclusion allowed the average speed between successive ob
servations to be determined.

These average velocities are shown as

the horizontal line segments on Fig. 6A.

The long segments indicate a

large interval between measurements; they do not imply that the in
clusion velocity was constant over this interval.

The velocity of the

inclusion followed in this test changed by a factor of four, from a
minimum value of ~8 um/h to a maximum of -32 um/h.

The change was

fairly smooth—the velocity tended to increase or decrease continu
ously for long periods of time.

This behavior is most easily inter

preted in terms of the dynamic interaction between the inclusion and
dislocations in the crystal.
The dislocations in the crystal are modeled as lines which inter
sect the hot face of the inclusion at random off-axis locations with
random angles from the normal to the surface. The interfacial kinetic
coefficient depends on the number of dislocations which intersect the
hot side of the inclusion as well as their off-axis locations, which
determine the application vT, (see Fig. Al). Since vT,is greatest
at the centre of the inclusion and vT

= <jT, at the inclusion boundary
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Fig. 6A.

Migration velocity of an inclusion in KCI as a function of time.
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(Appendix A ) , there is no fixed value of VT, for a given inclusion
which may encounter a dislocation intersection whose position on the
hot face continuously varies as it migrates.
In general, a dislocation does not intersect the hot face at 90°,
so that as the inclusion moves, the lateral position of the intersec
tion changes. This causes the inclusion to speed up (if the intersec
tion approaches the axis) or to slow down (if the intersection moves
towards the edges).

In addition, the inclusion can pick up or lose

dislocations as it moves, which would result in abrupt velocity
changes. This type of intersection is consistent with the sizable
variations of the speed of a single inclusion (Fig. 6 A ) . The model
also provides an explanation for the large scatter in the velocities
of different inclusions measured under the same nominal conditions.
The pattern shown in Fig. 6A can be rationalized in the manner
shown schematically in Fig. 6B. At time zero, imagine that the hot
face of the inclusion is intersected by a single dislocation (No. 1)
close to the centre of the face.

In general, the dislocation does not

intersect the surface at 90°, so that as the inclusion moves, the in
tersection point moves further off axis. At off-axis positions, <?T,
is less than it is close to the axis, and hence inclusion slows down.
Somewhere between 8 and 20 hours the inclusion picks up another dislo
cation designated as No. 2 in Figure 6E. The three dislocation inter
sections with the desolving face result in a several-fold increase in
the inclusion velocity.

As the intersection of No. 2 dislocation with

the hot face in off-axis, the inclusion begins to slow down.

The in

clusion followed in Fig. 6A seems to be capable of sustaining a minimum

-

-

Dislocation
No. 2
-

/

•

*>»

t =0

t =8hr

Dislocation
No. I
t = 20 hr

t = 4 0 hr
XBL 6010-6068

Fig. 6B. Schematic sketch of dislocations i n the crystal as they encounter migrating
inclusions.
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speed of -8 um/hr, which may represent the velocity in absence of any
dislocation intersection with dissolving face.
Although the scenario described above is only illustrative, it is
clear that the dislocation hypothesis is quite consistent with the
stochastic nature of the measured inclusion speeds seen in Fig. 6A.
Essentially the same ideas were also used by Lemaire and Bowen [36] to
explain pore migration in KC1 due to a temperature gradient.
Tests were made to distinguish between control of the migration
1

velocity by liquid diffusion and by interfacia kinetic.

In tnesp

tests, several inclusions were selected and the applied temperature
gradient vl

was varied while keeping the temperature in t

of the inclusions constant.
sions changed shape.

Each time vT

^icin

was changed, tm. m c l u -

In general, large gre ients vT

with small inclusion thickness L.

h

are as

iatf

This shape change, and tie revise

process of shape relaxation, have been analyzed by Olander and co
workers [9]. Figure 6C shows the variation in inclusion s - e «itn
applied temperature gradient according to Eq. (A12) of Ref. [9].
For interface kinetic control, Eqs. (4-15) and (4-17) v

>cate

that the velocity should depend upon the product L?T, '•aisea " ' some
power other than one.

For eachvT

and inclusion shape, * e centerline

VT, was calculated by the method described in Appendix A.

Figure 6D

shows the velocities of five inclusions plotted in this manner.
slopes on the log-log plots range from 2.0 to 3.4.

The

Fioure 60 also shows

the diffusion-controlled limits calculated from Eq. (4 •,; for ' e two teuij.-
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eratures with the required physical property data taken from Ref. [34].
The upper and lower limits correspond to the lowest and highest values
of inclusion thickness (-9 pm <_ L <_ -13 pm)
as the temperature gradient was varied.

observed experimentally

The observed velocities for

all five inclusions are one to three orders of magnitude lower than the
diffusion-controlled limits, indicating that interfacial kinetics is
rate-limiting.

The slopes close to 2.0 are in accord with the low-t

limit of the BCF model [Eq. (4-17)].

The higher values of exponents

are attributed to the impurity effects which, as discussed earlier, is
manifest as the critical undersaturation parameters t.*.

As C* in

creases, Eq. (4-16) predicts that v should increase with Lv'T, more
2
rapidly than (LVT,) . This is proved mathematically in Appendix B.
Velocity calculation;, require specification of the temperature
gradient vT..

Previous work of Anthony and Cline, [10] and Geguzin

et al. [11] as well as the analysis needed for preparation of Fig. 6D,
utilized the temperature gradient along the inclusion axis, which may
be several times larger than ?T . When the inclusion velocity is con
f

trolled by interface kinetics, this choice is valid only if the Jr ect
responsible for solid dissolution is located at the center of the dis
solving face.

However, the dislocation intersections are randomly

distributed over the hot face of the inclusion, and for each intersec
tion, the local vT, is the appropriate one.

No theory of inclusion

migration provides guidance on the choice of vT,.

Yet because the

inclusion retains (1001 faces perpendicular to the applied temperature
gradient, it is evident that only a single value of ?T, controls the
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migration speed.

If the kinetics of dissolution, diffusion, and crys

tallization followed the local value of vT,, the inclusion would
adopt a spherical shape, as discussed in Chapter 5.

Obviously the

great stability of the {100) faces prevents such deformation.

As the

reverse of crystal growth, dissolution proceeds by removal of molecules
from surface steps which as a result move across the surface to the
inclusion edges [37]. This process retains a flat dissolving surface
except for pyramidal depressions centered on each dislocation inter
section.

The use of the center-1ine VT, in data analysis is arbi

trary, but a choice is unavoidable.
6.1.1.2

Effect of stress

Figure 6E shows the effect of increasing the axial load on the
crystal by several fold during the migration process.

At the time of

the stress increase, the migration velocities of the two inclusions
being followed jumped abruptly and continued to increase with time un
der the higher load.

This behavior is attributed to the activation of

dislocation sources in the crystal by the increase in load ar
continued movement by creep at the high load.

their

As a result of the in

creased dislocation motion, more dislocation intersections with the
inclusions occurred, thereby decreasing the resistance to dissolution
of the hot face for the prevailing undersaturation and increasing the
inclusion speeds. The velocities do not return to their initial val
ues upon removal of the load, so the effect is not elastic.
To observe the effect of axial load on the migration speed, an
other set of experiments was performed.

First, the velocities of four
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B2
inclusions (F, G, H, and I) were followed as the applied temperature
gradient was varied at constant temperature and low axial load.

The

same four inclusions were then monitored at axial loads of about 4 MPa.
The results are plotted in Fig. 6F for both conditions.

As expected

from the dislocation arguments presented here, the velocities are
higher at the higher load, attaining from 60 percent to 80 percent of
the diffusion-controlled limits.

In addition, the velocities are pro-

portional to (LvT,) at high axial load and to (LvT.)
ial loar'.

at low ax

This load response of the inclusion velocities is in excel

lent agreement with the model.

At low loads the dislocation density

in crystal is small and there are few dislocation intersections with
the dissolving face of the inclusions.

At high loads the dislocation

density is increased by deformation and more dislocations intersect the
inclusion, making dissolution of the not face easier.

As a result of

the reduced interfacial kinetic resistance, the inclusions move at
nearly the liquid diffusion-controlled rate.
6.1.1.3

Evaluation of Interfacial Kinetic Parameters

The experimental aspect ratio data fitted to Eq. (A12) of Ref. [9]
are shown in Fig. 6C for nine inclusions (A-I).

The interfacial energy

T and the critical undersaturation C* obtained from the fitting are
listed in Table 6-1.

Similarly by fitting the migration speed data in

Figs. 6D and 6F to Eq. (4-16), the value obtained for interfacial ki
netic coefficient k and critical undersaturation £* are also listed in
Table 6-1.

The interfacial energy t is the same orders of magnitude as

the values reported by Anthony and Cline [10J, and Geguzin et al. [11].
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Table 6-1.

No.

(100) Surface
energy, ergs/cmTemp. from Eq. vA12)
of Ref. [9]
"C

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

50
50
50
63
63
65
65
65
65

Inclusion

38
49
39
15
30
20
28
36
6

Interfacial parameters of KCl (self brine).
Critical Undersaturation, C* x 1 0

5

Kinetic Coefficient k
(mol/cm - s)x 1 0
From Eq. (4-16)
2

From Eq. (A12)

From Eq. (4-16)

TT
0.4
0.7
9
7
7
7
6
10

22
1
10
9
8
-0
3
~0

~I
3
3
9
18
7(370)
6(270)
8(100)
6 (72)

a

°Vaiues in parentheses refer to crystals stressed to 4 MPa; all others refer to low-load
experiments.
vT] taken to he the centerline value.
b

2

b
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The critical undersaturation ranges from 10

-5

to 10

-4

, but there are

some inconsistencies between the values deduced from inclusion aspect
ratios using Eq. (A12) of Ref. [9] and from the velocity measurements
by Eq. (4-16).

The interfacial kinetic coefficient with no load on the
-2

crystal are between 10

-1
and 10

2
mol/cni s.

The substantial var

iability of these results is a reflection of the stochastic nature of
the dislocation intersection with the dissolving face of the inclusion
as discussed earlier.
The numbers in the parenthesis in the last column cf Table 6-1 show
the best fit values of k for inclusions F-I after the load on the crys
tal had been increased to - 4 MPa.

The very large interfacial coeffi

cients imply diffusion control of the migration process.
6.1.2
6.1.2.1

Sodium Chloride Single Crystal
Self Brine Inclusions

Balooch and Olander [38] noted that the data of Anthony and Cline
[10], and Geguzin et al. [11] are in single crystals of KC1, whereas
from the point of view of applications in salt repository, it is more
appropriate to obtain data in NaCl single crystals.

Tneir data suggest

a rapid increase in migration speed with increase in inclusion size W.
Assuming interfacial kinetic control, the increase in migration speed
with width W can arise from a larger temperature graaient amplification
f a c t o r ^ (Fig. Al) and from the fact that the large inclusions should
intersect more dislocations than smaller ones, which in turn, increase
the dissolution rate.
In Fig. 5G data of Anthony and Cline [10], and Geguzin et al. [11]
in KC1 are compared with those of Balooch and Olander [38] in NaCl.
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Curves 1 and 2 on Fig. 6G are diffusion limited calculations based on
Eq. (4-6) for NaCl and KCl respectively.

Curve 3 represents empirical

formula proposed by Jenks £ 3 9 ] . Jenks obtained a conservative fit of
the data of Bradshaw and Sanchez [40] in the form of the so-called
Jenks Equation:

log ^ - - 0.00656T - 0.6036

(6-1)

This equation is plotted as curve 3 on Fig. 6G.
Since Jenks' curve is based on Bradshaw and Sanchez's [40] data and
the theoretical curves are for purely diffusion-limited migration, it
follows that the inclusions observed by Bradshaw and Sanchez were in
fact moving at this limiting speed.

The inclusions studied by Brad

shaw and Sanchez were large (typical dimensions of 1 mm) in natural
crystals.

Even if this material has a dislocation density as low as

that of the synthetic single crystals (10

c

c m ~ ) , the faces of each
3

inclusion would have been intersected by -10

dislocations.

Diffu

sion control is therefore expected for the large inclusions, which are
intersected by enough dislocations to reduce the kinetic resistance to
salt dissolution to negligible values.
Figure 6H shows results from the present work in NaCl single crys
tal.

Four inclusions (J, K, L, M) were followed at low load.

Like the

inclusions in KCl single crystals, these inclusions too migrated at
velocities far lower than the diffusion control limits.

Figure 6H

clearly shows a non-linear dependence between v and LvT, as expected.
To avoid overlapping of different lines in Fig. 6H, a single line is
fitted to velocity data from all four inclusions.
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1

The major difference between the single crystal data (Doth KC and
NaCl) of this work and those of Anthony and Cline [10], Geguzin et al.
[11], and Balooch and Olander [38] is that the present work specifi
cally addressed the question of evaluating interfacial kinetics, which
needed careful experimental planning.

This was accomplished by fol

lowing only a few selected inclusions at constant temperature while the
gradient vT was changed.

Shape and size of the inclusions were care

fully noted at each experimental observation.

Between successive

changes of the applied gradient vT , the inclusions were allowed to
return to their original position by changing the direction of vl

.

When the inclusions returned to their original location, forward mi
gration was resumed with a new VT^.
followed the same "track."

In this manner all inclusions

Keeping the glooal temperature of inclu

sions fixed, and allowing inclusions to follow the same "track," as
sured that the parameters on which the interfacial kinetic coefficient
depends were controlled as best as they could be.
6.1.2.2

Mixed Brine Inclusions

Since inclusions in natural salt contain mixed brines, migration
experiments were also done with mixed brine inclusions in NaCl single
.rystals.

For this purpose, inclusions were introduced in two separate

samples using 2.1 fi MgCl- and IK SrCl- solutions, respectively.

The

solutions will obviously be saturated by NaCl once inside the crystal
in the form of inclusions.
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Mixed brine inclusions showed the same behavior as the self-brine
in N a d .

The migration speeds were far lower than the diffusion con

trol limits as before.
observed.

The inherent scatter in velocity data was elso

The magnitude of migration speeds were about the same as

those of self-brine inclusions.

The two types of mixed brines (i.e.,

MgCl- and SrCl.) showed no difference when compared with one another.
6.1.3

Natural Salt Single Crystals

Fabricated all-liquid inclusions in single crystal samples of nat
ural salt from the Richton Dome behaved much the same way as they did
in synthetic NaCl and KC1 single crystals.
Figure 61 shows migration speed data for four inclusions (1-4) at
different values of applied gradient V T ^ and compares them with the
Jenks Equation [Eq. (6-1)1.

As expected, Jenks Equation predicts aDout

2 orders of magnitude higher velocities compared to the experimental
data.

<_ 10°C/cm even for

Also, no observable migration occurred a t V T

about a week.

This was unlike the case with synthetic single crystals

where small but measurable migration took place at vT

= 10°C/cm.

This

can be attributed to higher impurity levels in natural salt compared
to the synthetic materials, which is manifest as a minimum gradient for
migration or equivalently requires a critical undersaturation for dis
solution.
Equation (4-16) was fitted to the data on Fig. 61 and the results
appear as a plot of velocity v vs LvT, in Fig. 6J.
sions show non-linear kinetics.

All four inclu

Inclusions 3 and 4 show a large degree

of uncertainty in the slope of the fitted curves.

This may be due to

the fact that inclusion 3 has only four data points and inclusion 4
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Fig. 61. Variation of migration velocity of
four inclusions in a natural salt crystal
with the applied temperature gradient.
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Fig. 6J. Variation of migration velocity of four inclusions in
a natural salt crystal with the .applied temperature gradient.
The lines represent best fit curves from the theory
[Eq. (4-16)].
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showed an unusually slow movement compared to other inclusions (inclu
sion 4 could have been pinned down due to local impurity in the natural
salt crystal which may have caused measurement errors).
A linear plot of v vs LvT, for inclusion 2 is shown in Fig. 6K.
The plot is clearly parabolic, further confirming the non-linear interfacial kinetics.

The other three inclusions also show a parabolic

dependence between v and LVT-,.

Figure 6K indicates a minimum value

of LvT, where the migration ceases.
The response to a sudden increase in compressive mechanical loading
produced, as expected, several fold increases in the migration speed
of all four inclusions.
6.2

This behavior is shown in Fig. 6L.

GAS-LIQUID INCLUSIONS

6.2.1

Transport of Radioactivity

Although it is not certain that gas-liquid inclusions e*ist at insitu high pressure (lithostatic) conditions of subsurface salt depos
its, microscopic observation of laboratory samples of natural salt
verified presence of two-phase inclusions.
Gas-liquid inclusions may also be formed when all-liquid inclusions
migrating up the temperature gradient impinge on the wall of the stored
wastes [12]. Upon opening up at the salt-canister interface, the brine
partially evaporates, the inclusions can reseal with some insoluble gas
trapped inside and return down the temperature gradient.

In so doing,

the inclusion may have picked up some radioactivity from the waste
form.
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Fig. 6K.

Linear plot of v vs LVf, for an inclusion in a natural salt crystal.
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Noturol Salt Crystal
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Fig. 6L. Effect of increasing applied axial load on the
velocity of four inclusions in natural salt single crystal.
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The sequence of events by which an all-liquid inclusion transform
into a gas-liquid one and simultaneously picks up radioactivity upon
reaching a contaminated wall was experimentally verified as follows:
Twenty-five microlitres of carrier-free Ce

144

in HC1 solution

with a specific activity of 20 microcuries/microlitre were evaporated
on a thin square copper chip of the size of the crystal end face; the
chip was placed between hot .opper electrode and crystal face with the
contaminated side of the chip contacting the crystal (Refer to Fig. 3B).
Th° salt crystal originally contained a large number of all liquid in
clusions.

A temperature gradient of 30°C/cm was applied to the crystal

for about a month, as a result most all-liquid inclusions reached the
hot end of the crystal.

Several trails of very small gas-liquid in

clusions were observed migrating down the gradient; however, a clear
one-to-one conversion of an all-liquid inclusion arriving at the hot
end into a gas-liquid inclusion was not observed.
The crystal was counted before and after the above procedure.
Surface contamination on the crystal surface was removed prior to the
counting^

The residual counts could De attributed to C e

1

trans

ported into the crystal via gas-liquid inclusions which appeared as
the all-liquid inclui'ons began to arrive at the hot end of the crys
tal.
6.2.2

Comparison of Different Gas Phases

According to the theoretical model of Olander et al. [13], the mi
gration velocity of a gas-liquid inclusion depends, among other param
eters, on the inert gas phase itself.

Since the diffusivity of water

vapor through the central gas bubble depends on the nas phase proper-
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ties, and the thermal conductivity of the bubble affects the tempera
ture distribution in the brine, it follows that when the inert gas
phase is changed (from air to helium, for example) a different velocity
is theoretically expected.
Figure 6M shows theoretical and experimental velocities of airwater inclusions in NaCl from Olander et al. [13]. The two sets of
curves (solid and dotted) are respectively with and without the interfacial resistance at the solid/brine interface accounted for in the
theory.

The interfacial resistance, which is based on the all-liquid

inclusion data from Ref. [9], lowers the theoretically predicted vel
ocities by an order of magnitude as compared to the case of no interfacial mass transfer resistance at solid/brine interface. The vertical
bars represent tne data on a number of inclusions of various size and
volume fraction of gas.

It is evident from the experimental data that

like all-liquid inclusions, interfacial kinetics are important for gasliquid in:lusions as well.

Notice that the bubble size in calculating

the theoretical curves in Fig. 6M is taken to be 11.2 m, tne mean size
v

for the experimentally observed inclusions.
The effect of changing the gas phase as predicted by the theory is
shown in Fig. 6N. The curves show migration velocity per unit temper
ature gradient for an inclusion of given volume fraction gas and bubble
size.

The theory predicts that the migration speed of the helium-water

inclusion should be about 6 times that of the argon-water inclusion at
50'C and about 3 times at 100'C.
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Fig. 6M. Migration v e l o c i t y of air-water inclusions in
NaCl single crystal as predicted by the approximate
model of Olander et a l . The bars represents the
experimental data f o r various gas fractions and
bubble s i z e .
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Fig. 6N. Comparison of three d i f f e r e n t gas phase inclusions
in NaCl single c r y s t a l .
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The experimental data of helium-water and argon-water (this work),
and air-water (Ref. [13]) are also shown superimposed on Fig. 6N as
vertical bars. The data were obtained for a number of inclusions with
different values of gas fraction and bubble size, whereas, the theo
retical curves are for specific values of these parameters (i.e.,
b » 11.2 um and volume fraction 0.1) with a best fit value of interfacial coefficient k from the all-liquid inclusion data.

It was not

possible to control the bubble size and gas fraction to predetermined
values, which limits a meaningful graphical comparison of the data and
the theory.

Nonetheless, the trend of v

h e l 1 ( J i n

> v

a i r

> v

g r g o n

is clear from the data.
6.3

INCLUSIONS AT GRAIN BOUNDARIES
In a bi-crystal sample fabricated of natural salt, several natu

ral ly occurring all-liquid and gas-liquid inclusions were observed
attached to the large angle grain boundary.

Figure 60 and 6P show

these grain boundary inclusions at different locations on the grain
boundary.

A rough estimate showed that the fluid at the grain bound

ary constituted a maximum of 0.3 vol percent in the sample.
The direction of experimentally observed migration of grain bound
ary inclusions under an applied temperature gradient was as expected
(i.e., the all-liquid inclusions moved up the gradient and the gasliquid inclusions moved down the gradient).

The migration, however,

did not take place in straight lines parallel to the direction of the
temperature gradient.

Unlike the inclusions in the single crystals,

the grain boundary inclusions migrated by two-dimensional movements in
a plane (the inclusions remain in the same plane of focus when observed
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F i g . 60. A l l - l i q u i d i n c l u s i o n s a t a large angle g r a i n boundary
i n n a t u r a l s a l t sample (shown by a r r o w s ) .
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F i g . 6P. 3 a s - l i q u i d i n c l u s i o n s at a 1 rfr•;<• an'jle ' i r a i n boundary
in n a t u r a l s a l t sample (shown bv arr:>wsi.
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through the optical microscope) with a net drift up or down the gradi
ent depending on the type of inclusion.
For an all-liquid inclusion marked by the X in Fig. 60, the
scenario just described is depicted in Fig. 6Q. The coordinates of a
sharp corner of this inclusion are plotted in Fig. 6Q with respect to
an arbitrary reference point as the origin.

The grain boundary

coincides with the y-axis. The numbers in parentheses indicate the
time (in hours) of each observation starting from the initial position
at t > 0 hrs. Successive positions of the inclusion in the plane of
migration are joined by straight lines. These do not imply that the
locus of migration between two successive readings was actually a
straight-line.

From Fig. 6Q, it is evident that the inclusion fol

lowed has a general tendency to move up the gradient, although not i.a straight line. Several other grain boundary inclusions showed simi
lar behavior. Once the inclusions moved far away from the grain bound
ary, they behaved in much the same way as single crystal inclusions.
The erratic two dimensional migration of inclusions at and near a
grain boundary can be attributed, in part, to the large mismatch be
tween the grains which must exist at a large angle grain boundary.
solid lattice at the grain boundary is highly distorted.

The

The grain

boundary inclusion, migrating by dissolution-crystallization mechanism,
seeks to conform to (100) planes, although '.he temperature gradient is
applied clearly in a direction other than <100>.

This was confirmed

by several inclusions which were platelet shaped far from the grain
boundary, but tended to become chevron-shaped as they approached it.
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Fig. 6Q. Two dimensional motion of an all-liquid inclusion at and
near a large angle grain-boundary in natural salt sample
supporting a temperature gradient.
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Finally, since an inclusion at a grain boundary is in a position of
minimum energy, it tends to glide along the grain boundary from cold
to hot regions (or hot to cold for gas-liquid inclusions) rather than
detach itself completely from the grain boundary.

This is seen in the

behavior of the inclusion in Fig. 6Q for times up to -27 hours.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
Temperature gradient migration of intragranular all-liquid and
gas-liqi'id inclusions in salt crystals has been examined experimentally
and theoretically. An optical microscope hot stage attachment capable
of nonuniformly heating and mechanically loading the salt sample was
used for this purpose.
Micron-size inclusions in synthetic as well as natural single
crystals showed that the slow interfacial step, which is probably as
sociated with dissolution at the hot face of the inclusion, is more
important than liquid diffusion as a resistance to salt transport,
hence in determining the migration velocities.
The migration velocity varies approximately as the square: of the
temperature gradient rather than linearly as suggested by the theory
of Anthony and Cline, and Geguzin et al. The nonlinear dependence is
in accord with the Burtrn-Cabrerra-Frank (BCF) model of crystallization
catalyzed by dislocations emerging at the interface.

Because of the

small sizes of the inclusions produced in synthetic single crystals and
the low dislocation density of this material, the dissolving faces of
the inclusions are intersected by a small number of dislocations.
Random variations in this number account for significant variations
in the velocity of a single inclusion with time and for the scatter
in the velocities measured for a number of different inclusions sub
jected to the same conditions. When the dislocation population is in
creased by mechanical stressing, the migration velocity increases dra
matically.

In general, the rate-limiting process in thermal gradient
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migration of inclusions in brine depends both on the size of the in
clusion and on the dislocation density of the solid in which it moves.
Diffusion control is expected for inclusions large enough to be inter
sected by a large number of defects. When interfacial kinetics is
controlling, the variation of the inclusion speed with the temperature
gradient, the large variability of inclusion speeds measured under
identical macroscopic conditions, and the effect of mechanical loading
of the crystal on the speed are best rationalized by the BCF model.
Interfacial stability of a migrating all-liquid inclusion is
treated theoretically.

The temperature gradient tends to force an in

clusion to take up a roughly spherical shape but the great stability
of low index {100} planes, and the layer by layer growth/dissolution
principle, keep the inclusion boundaries sharp with {100} faces.
All-liquid inclusions in natural salt single crystals also show
interfacial kinetic controlled migration with velocities at least two
orders of magnitude lower than those given by Jen^s Equation.
For gas-liquid inclusions, the approximate analytical model of
Olander et al. was tested by comparing the migration of helium-water,
air-water, and argon-water inclusions. The general trend, predicted
theoretically, that the migration velocity should decrease as the air
is replaced by heavier argon, and increase as it is replaced by lighter
helium, was confirmed experimentally.
In a real repository in natural salt, both intragranular and intergranular water will be mobilized when salt is subjected to a tem
perature gradient. The intragranular inclusions will eventually reach
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grain-boundaries under the influence of the temperature gradient.

The

fate of the inclusions and the accompanying water at the grain-bounlaries is not quite clear.

If one considers the grain-boundaries to be

very "tight," such as can be fabricated by sintering two single crys
tals, the intragranular water driven by the thermal gradient will be
impeded by the grain-boundary tension.

Large temperature gradient will

be necessary in such a case to pull away the inclusions from a grainboundary.
On the other hand, it is likely that the grain-boundaries in nat
ural salt deposits will be weakened by the mechanical action of boring
drillhole and subsequent release of lithostatic pressure on salt.

The

grain-boundaries are thus rendered permeable and the intergranular
brine may escape through these grain-boundary pores.
The migration studies in synthetic and natural single crystals re
ported in this work provide basic understanding of mechanism of in
clusion migration.

However, unlike single crystals, the natural salt

is polycrystalline with high levels of impurities and imperfections.
It is therefore important to extend the migration experiments in nat
ural salt specimens.
A polycrystalline natural salt sample to be used in a laboratory
for migration studies has to be far larger than the sample size used
in this work.
1 cm.

This is because typical grain size in salt is about

To get a fair representation of grain boundary effect, the sam

ples must be at least several centimeters in size.

For such samples,

the optical microscope method can not be used due to the following
reasons:
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(i)

The high levels of impurities and imperfections in natural
salt together with the size requirements make the samples
opaque.

Even the chemical polishing turns them only semi-

transparent at best, making it very difficult to observe in
clusions within the samples,
(ii) The second reason has to do with the optical limitations of
the microscope.

At high magnifications necessary to optically

observe inclusions, the distance between the point of focus
and the objective lens of the microscope is quite small, gen
erally 1 to 5 mm.

Since the sample must be at ". -:t 1 cm in

height due to the grain size requirement, it is obviously not
possible to observe the whole interior of the sample without
the objective lens hitting the top surface of the sample.
Due to the above reasons, a radioactive tracer technique to monitor
the migration must be developed.

This method tags the migrating brine

within the sample with an inert radioactive material and the migration
itself is observed by radioactive detectors rather than the optical
microscope.
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APPENDIX A
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS IN ALL-LIQUID INCLUSION
In Chapter 3 the global temperature of an inclusion within the salt
crystal was discussed.

This temperature is calculated by the linear

interpolation of experimentally established end temperatures of the
salt crystal.

Physical property data needed in the velocity expres

sion [Eq. (4-16)] are calculated at this global temperature of the in
clusion.
In a microscopic sense, on the other hand, a square platelet-shaped
inclu:ion embedded in a solid supporting an external temperature grad
ient, has a more complicated temperature field.

A complete temperature

distribution inside the inclusion can be obtained as a function of the
aspect ratio by solving Laplace's equatiin in both solid and liquid and
using heat flux and temperature continuity conditions at the cavity
boundaries.

Numerical solutions obtained with the code HEATING5 are

shown in Fig. Ai in terms of a thermal gradient amplification factor
defined by

,J< = V T ^ V T ^ .

(A-l)

This factor is a function of the aspect ratio of the illusion L/W and
the off-axis position X. On the axis of the inclusion, the amplifica
tion factor is bounded by

4

8
(Aspect R a t i o ) , W / L

12

16

-1

XBL 8010-6067
Fig. Al. Temperature gradient amplification factor in an a l l - l i q u i d inclusions.
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3/(2

+

k^kj)

for L/W - 1,

jt(x -o)

(A-2)
k /
s

for L/W = 0 ,

k l

where k and k, are the thermal conductivities of the solid and
liquid, respectively; their ratio is ~7 for NaCl and -10 for KCl. The
value of the amplification factor for the cubical inclusion is essen
tially equal to that for a sphere. The formula obtained by Stoner [26]
for prolate spheroids,

J ( X - 0 ) = [(1 - F) + F(k /k )]-1
1

(A-3)

s

where
F =

1

1
(L/W)2"

1

1

_ (L/W)cos (L/W)

" [i - ( L / w n

(A-3)

1/2

has been used to represent the gradient on the axis of the square
platelets.

Note that Eqs (A-3) and (A-4) exhibit the limiting behavior

indicated by Eq. (A-2).
The variation of the thermal gradient amplification factor with
off-axis location is just as important as its dependence upon the in
clusion aspect ratio.

Figure Al shows t h a t ^ i s largest on the axis

(X » 0) but decreases to unity at the edge of the inclusion (X = W/2).
For example, consider an inclusion in NaCl with an aspect ratio L/W of
1/6.

It can be seen from Fig. Al that the temperature gradient on the

inclusion axis is -3 times larger than VT , but at 1/3 of the distance
between the axis and the edge (X = L ) , the amplification factor has
been reduced to -2. At two-thirds of the way to the edge (X = 2L),
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VT, is approximately equal to VT^.

In this particular example, there

is an uncertainty (or variation) of a factor of 3 in relating 71^ to
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APPENDIX B
IMPURITY EFFECT AND THE ORDER OF INTERFACIAL KINETICS
In this appendix the limiting cases of Eq. (4-16) are derived.

It

is also shown that the value of exponents relating v and LVT, which
are higher than 2 are due to non-zero values of K . In other words,
impurity effects discussed in Section 4.1.2.3 which are manifest as a
critical undersaturation for dissolution 5 , predict that v should increase with LvT, more rapidly than (LvT-|) .
Equation (4-16) can be written as

4L*

v . A<Q

(1-x)

where

Tl

<V

- 1

(B-l)

D ^ sat
~4lT

A

1 dC sat
.sat dT
x =

D,C sat
kL
Diffusion Controlled Limit:
When diffusion is slow and rate controlling, and interfacial mass
transfer is rapid, the coefficient k is very large ana undersaturation
5* is very small. Thus x = 0 and4jis sufficiently small so that
4LVT,

q>

B >> 1. Equation (B-l) can then Be written as
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<w

=

4LVT-, AB

(B-2)

Substituting A and B into (B-2) yields

D

i

c S a t

/ i

dc

s a t

\

VT

(B-3)

Equation (B-3) 1s the same as Eq. (4-6) which gives purely diffusion
controlled migration velocity for an inclusion.
Interfacial Controlled Limit
When diffusion is fast but interfacial mass transfer is slow and
rate controlling, the diffusivity D, is large but interfacial coeffi
cient k is small.

Thus, the dimensionless parameter^) is large and two

limiting cases, with and without a critical undersaturation due to im
purities are considered separately.
Case 1:

No Impurity Effect

For growth/dissolution in a pure crystal, surface diffusion growth
theory (see section 4.1.2.2) does not predict existence of critical
*
undersaturation or supersaturation. Therefore, in this case K = 0 and
hence x • 0.

A<D

Equation (B-l) then becomes

4LsT
1 +

q)

1/2

B

1 2
- 1

(B-4)

S i n c e ^ i s large, the bracketed terms can be written by the series
expansion
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A3) 1 *1 ^ ^ Bi

1

+

Substituting A and B in the above equation and simplifying yields

kfa^-h^

»2

(B-5)

Equation (B-5) is the same as Eq. (4-17) which gives purely interfacial controlled migration velocity for an inclusion. The exponent
of 2 for (LvT,) encompasses the BCF theory.
Case 2:

Impurity Effect

Impurity effects, discussed in section 4.1.2.3, are manifest as a
critical undersaturation or supersaturation.
*
K

Therefore, in this case,

* 0.

For £ 4 0, v varies with LvT, with a power greater than 2, as
rated by differentiating Eq. (B-1) with respect to (LVT,).
can be demonstrated
dv
dTLvT
1
2"

A^2

2

l-2x + x + ^ LVT
-1/2

l-2x

x

+

2
+

^Lv

T

1

-1

4B

l

(B-6)

On a log-log plot one is interested in the slope given by
d(lnv)
ddntLvT,))

•

Since
LvT,
d(lnv)
'1
dv
d(ln(Lvt^) *
v ITLvTjT
LV

Substituting JI/^-T

(B-7)

\ from Eq. (B-6) into Eq. (B-7), and using Eq. (B-1)
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r e s u l t s

i n

dtMLvTJ)

1/

l-2x + x

-2x
l-2x

2

+ i | L7T - 1

2

+

x +il

35

UT

J-CD I

1

35'

1/2

(B-8)
4 L 7 T

2
l-2x + % +
c

LvT

q}

1
' B

-1

Since x « A r , a n d n ) i s very large, the value of x is small But non-zero.
r

"^
Therefore, i n t h i s case

-2x

x

+

4LVT.
'1

2
+

«

<D

1.

Thus, the term

under the square root sign i n the numerator and the denominator of
Eq.

(B-8) can be expanded and the r e s u l t i s
481n

i

r

*

2

- ->]

?R

d(lnv)
dllnavT^)
1-

1

.| -

X

+

+

2^ §

L V T

-)M

+

l —

or,
4BLVT
d(lnv)
dLlnlLvT^]

31 <-\-4-^]

[#*^-][—#*^H

Neglecting x terms in Eq. (B-9) gives
2BLvT,
'i
-x +
dlnv
dLln(LvT,)j
2BLvT.
-2x +

7

31
q)

1

*

1

1 -

-

(B-9)

BLvT

1

*
BL T
V

(B-10)

1

For E /BLvT, < 1, the square Bracketed term on the right hand
side of (B-10) is always greater than unity. Typical values for the
term (E, / B L V T , ) for NaCl and KCl are -0.01.

Thus, with impurity ef

fect applicable, exponents of (LvT,) wh ch are greater than 2 are
expected.
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*
In the limit of £ —»• 0 (i.e., interfacial controlled migration
without impurity effect), the square bracketed term on the right hand
side of (B-10) reduces to unity.
expected.

Then v varies as (LVT^

a»
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